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1 Executive Summary
This document constitutes the Deliverable D14.2: Description of Advanced Business Services
(ABS) Use Case(s) and Asset Criticality Model Advanced Business Services Use Case Definition, for
the project titled ‘Furthering Improvements in Integrated Mobility Management (I2M), Noise
and Vibration (N&V), and Energy in Shift2Rail’ [Project Acronym: FINE-2, under Grant Agreement
No. 881791].
This work builds on Deliverable D14.1 [REF 3] which provided the output of early horizon
scanning activities and Advanced Business Services Concept ideation; where ABS can be viewed
as the integration of data, business logic, or systems, to achieve higher value than the individual
services provide alone.
Eight High-Level ABS Concepts and their required data structures were described in D14.1. In this
Deliverable, D14.2, six of the aforementioned ABS concepts from D14.1, along with five new ABS
concepts will be enhanced, defining outline operational concepts and use case descriptions along
with the expected benefits of the service. A total of 17 use cases are defined. For completeness,
any data structures required by the Advanced Business Services not specified in D14.1 are also
included in this Deliverable.
Seven of these Advanced Business Services focus primarily on contributing to a transport
network with improved traffic management. This includes:








Integration between Traffic Management Systems (TMS) and Stock and Crew Management
Systems to enable both systems to be informed of operational and resourced based delays.
A Driver Advisory System connected to TMS to provide driving advice that is continuously aligned
with the latest plan and providing greater regulation abilities within TMS.
Integrating data from multiple modes of transport to better manage incidents in a local multimodal network.
Reacting to external stimuli such as weather in a more timely and accurate manner.
Providing improved accuracy of passenger information directly from TMS.
Providing improved live performance analytics and historical analysis of performance data to
create improved live KPI’s and detect recurring problems inherent in the system.
Provide better management of incident communication to passengers in a large-scale network.

A further three Advanced Business Services use models to identify critical assets and exploit this
knowledge to improve asset management strategies, maintenance strategies, and support Traffic
Management decisions in both the long and short term. These include:




Prioritising maintenance interventions based on asset criticality.
Using agent-based modelling to simulate and assess the impact of asset failures on the network.
Using cascading failure modelling to assess the impact of line closures and train cancellations on
passenger flows.

ABS concepts described in this Deliverable feed into FINE-2 WP15, which will design, build and
test prototypes demonstrating ABS functionality. The decision of which ABS concepts are taken
GA881791
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forward as prototypes will be made within WP15.
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2 Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation / Acronyms
ABM
ABS
ATO
CC
CDM
(C-)DAS
Dn
GoA
HMI
HS
I2M
IL
IM
IP
KPI
LCC
MM
N&V
PA
PIS
PoC
PSR
R&I
RCC
RU
S&C
S2R
SP
SRS
TOC
TMS
Tn
TSR
TRL
UI
WPn

GA881791

Description
Agent Based Modelling
Advanced Business Service
Automatic Train Operation
Control Centre
Conceptual Data Model
(Connected) Driver Advisory System
Deliverable
Grade of Automation
Human Machine Interface
Horizon Scanning
Integrated Mobility Management
Integration Layer
Infrastructure Manager
Innovation Programme
Key Performance Indicator
Life-Cycle Costs
Maintenance Manager
Noise and Vibration
Performance Analysts
Passenger Information System
Proof of Concept
Permanent Speed Restriction
Research and Innovation
Rail Communications Centre
Railway Undertakings
Stock and Crew
Shift2Rail
Service Provider
System Requirement Specification
Train Operating Company
Traffic Management System
Task
Temporary Speed Restriction
Technology Readiness Level
User Interface
Work Package
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3 Introduction
3.1 Aims and Objectives
The overall objective of WP14 is “to provide Use Case and interface specifications for what
constitute Advanced Business Services (ABS) in the S2R arena, primarily for Traffic Management
System (TMS) applications and addressing traffic prediction, real-time control of the operation,
maintenance planning and operational decision support features.” [REF 1]
These Advanced Business Services can be viewed as the integration of data, business logic, or
systems, to achieve higher value than the individual services provide alone. This fundamentally
supports the Shift2Rail objectives of getting more value out of data [REF 2], with each resulting
ABS supporting a number of specific Shift2Rail KPI’s and capabilities (see Section 4.11 for more
details).
As seen in Error! Reference source not found., D14.1 [REF 3] provided the output of early
horizon scanning activities and ABS concept generation. 8 High-Level ABS Concepts and the data
structures they required were described in D14.1 along with a list of 38 ABS ideas that were
included in D14.1 Appendix B. This deliverable, D14.2, takes ABS concepts to the next level of
detail, defining an outline operational concept and use case descriptions along with the expected
benefits of the service.
T14.1, T14.2

T14.1, T14.2
ABS Concept
Generation

Horizon Scanning

D14.1 – IL Data
Structure
Requirements

T14.3, T14.4

T15.1, T15.2

T15.3

ABS Operation
Concept and Use
Case Development

ABS Initial
Prototypes

ABS TRL-6
Prototypes

D14.2

D15.1

D15.2

Scope of D14.2

Figure 3-1 FINE-2 Work Packages 14 and 15 Process

As seen in Error! Reference source not found., ABS concepts described in this Deliverable may
be taken on to FINE-2 WP15, which will design, build and test prototypes demonstrating the ABS
functionality. It is important to note that FINE-2 WP14 and WP15 combined is a 3 year project.
Due to the long timespan of the project, and the aim of applying the Shift2Rail capability of Rapid
and Reliable R&I delivery [REF 2], these FINE-2 Work packages are not restricted to a classic
GA881791
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“Waterfall” project and product development lifecycle. This would imply all ideas are generated
in the early stages of WP14 and progressed and built in WP15. To remain as agile as possible,
ABS concept generation and refinement continues throughout the projects. In effect, this means
that new ABS concepts may appear in each Deliverable. This process of ABS concept generation
and refinement can be seen in Figure 3-2 below. The ABS concepts chosen to progress at each
stage of the project and in each deliverable will be affected by new concepts generated through
continued horizon scanning and further research affecting the scoring and evaluation of existing
concepts (the scoring process is described in D14.1 [REF 3]). This can result in a change to which
concepts are judged as most desirable to continue investigating at different stages of the project
and therefore which will progress further.
Continued Horizon Scanning

Concepts generated

Horizon Scanning

Initial Concept
research

Concept
Assessment Based
on (D,F,V,P,GA)

Concepts
selected for
next stage of
development

Concept comparison and
selection based on scores
and partner ability to
deliver

Update to Scoring
Further Concept
Research and new
information from
Horizon Scanning

Figure 3-2 Continuous concept generation and re-evaluation for selection
This can be seen in the selection of ABS concepts in this deliverable. Although eight ABS concepts
were described in Section 7 of D14.1 [REF 3], six of these have been chosen to continue being
developed in this deliverable. In place of the two remaining concepts three of the ABS concepts
from the list in Appendix B of D14.1 have been scored more highly after further horizon scanning
and re-evaluation, and two new concepts generated after D14.1 have also been evaluated as
more likely to continue to a proof of concept in work package 15. This results in 11 ABS concepts
being taken to the operational concept and use case stage described in this deliverable. Two of
the ABS Concepts, ABS-001 and ABS-002, have been combined into one operational concept in
this deliverable as they provide a greater benefit in combination then in isolation. This selection
can be seen in Figure 3-3.
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D14.1 section 7 ABS
Descriptions

6A
BS
C

D14.1 Appendix B

onc
ept
s

Sel
ect
ed

2 ABS Concepts Selected

C
BS
3A

d
cte
ele
S
s
ept
onc

11 ABS concepts
chosen for D14.2

ABS-001 and
ABS-002 combined
into one operational
concept.

10 ABS operational
concepts described
in D14.2

Newly Generated
Concepts

Figure 3-3 ABS Operational Concept Sources

Table 4-1 in section 4 contains an overview of the ABS concepts progressed from D14.1 as well as
the new additions.
This Deliverable defines 10 Advanced Business Service operational concepts, along with 17 Use
Cases (2 of the 11 chosen ABS concepts were combined into one operational concept in this
Deliverable). These ABS concepts are expected to provide benefits to a variety of actors,
including Infrastructure Managers, Railway Undertaking TMS operators, Drivers, Passengers,
Field Operations, Station Staff, Communications Teams and External Service Providers.
Within Section 4, the 10 Advanced Business Services are defined with their corresponding use
cases. ABS’s 001 to 010 are focussed on assisting Traffic Management operations, and ABS’s 011
to 013 are focussed on modelling asset criticality. Any data structures required by these
Advanced Business Services that were not defined in D14.1 have been added in Section 5 of this
Deliverable.

GA881791
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4 Outline Operational Concepts and Use Case Descriptions
This Deliverable defines Advanced Business Services by their operational concept, detailing the
mission and primary benefits of the ABS, as well as one or more use cases. The table below
summarises all of the the Advanced Business Services described in D14.1 section 7[REF 3]
(including the two concepts not continued at this stage that have been replaced by higher
scoring concepts after further horizon scanning). The additional ABS concepts included in this
Deliverable either from D14.1 Appendix B or newly generated are also included in the table. A
full list of the ABS concepts and use cases can be seen in Appendix A.

ID

ABS-001

ABS-002

ABS-003
ABS-004
ABS-005
ABS-006
ABS-007
ABS-008
ABS-009
ABS-010
ABS-011
ABS-012
ABS-013

Title

D14.1

Operational
Concept and Use
Cases in D14.2
Section 4.1

D14.1

Section 4.1

D14.1
D14.1
D14.1
D14.1

Section 4.2
Section 4.3
Section 4.4
Section 4.5

D14.1

Not progressed at
this stage.
Not progressed at
this stage.
Section 4.6

Source

Traffic Management and Stock and Crew
Integration
Note: ABS-001 and ABS-002 have been
combined into one ABS operational
concept.
Traffic Management and Stock and Crew
Integration
Note: ABS-001 and ABS-002 have been
combined into one ABS operational
concept.
Connected Driver Advisory System
Multi-Modal Operating Centre
Automated Weather Response
TMS Powering Passenger Information
Systems
Automated Possession and Restriction
Loading into TMS
Passenger Driven Decisions
Rail Performance Analytics
Intelligent Incident Management for Rail
Communication Centres
Asset prioritisation according to criticality
and mitigation of service interruption
Agent-based Modelling to evaluate Asset
Criticality
Cascading Failure Analysis

D14.1
D14.1
Appendix B
New

Section 4.7

New

Section 4.8

D14.1
Appendix B
New

Section 4.9
Section 4.10

Table 4-1 ABS Concepts
GA881791
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ABS-009, and ABS-012 have been formed from concepts included in the list of ABS ideas in D14.1
Appendix B [REF 3]. 3 New ABS concepts have been generated in the time since D14.1 was
documented through the ongoing research and concept exploration as described in D14.1 [REF
3].
It was decided that ABS-007 and ABS-008 would not be progressed to operational concepts and
use cases at this stage due to the re-evaluated and new ABS concepts having a higher likelihood
of progressing to prototypes in FINE-2 Work Package 15. In regards to ABS-007 this is due to the
desirability of possession automated insertion in TMS being lower than the desirability for the
other concepts and for ABS-008 this is due to the feasibility of capturing enough passenger flow
data from a live system being lower than the feasibility of other concepts. However if new
information were to affect this decision in WP15, or new concepts are defined with higher value
than those documented here, the same process of defining operational concepts and use cases
for these concepts will be developed and included in the WP15 deliverables.
The following information is captured for each ABS Description.
Operational Concept:



The primary mission of the Advanced Business Service
The benefits and improvements the Advanced Business Service provides

Use Cases:





Involved actors in the ABS operation.
Input and output data exchanges between the ABS and the actors
A description of the Use Case
Steps or a Flow Chart showing the process the Use Cases follows.

4.1 Traffic Management and Stock and Crew Integration
This Advanced Business Service is a combination of 2 ABS concepts from Deliverable 14.1 [REF 3],
ABS-001 and ABS-002. These have been combined to indicate the overall benefit provided when
integrating TMS and Stock and Crew Management rather than looking at either side in isolation.
Table 4-2 below includes the Advanced Business Service high level description and operational
concept.
ABS ID
ABS Title
Actors/Users

ABS-001
Traffic Management and Stock and Crew Integration
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Railway Undertaking (RU)
High Level Description
This Advanced Business Service is to provide the integration of Stock and Crew Management,
and Traffic Management plans through the simple method of a sharing train service forecasts.

GA881791
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Traffic Management’s primary focus is managing the train paths and train services running on
the network. Stock and Crew management is focussed on managing the train services in
relation to the crew and vehicle providing those train services.

Network Infrastructure

Crew
Train Services

Train Paths

Vehicles

This Advanced Business Service utilises the shared management and common understanding
of Train Services (timetabled, current performance and forecast performance) as the key to
integrate the two systems.

Network Infrastructure

Crew
Train Services

Train Paths

Traffic Management System

Vehicles

Resource Management System

In this approach the Traffic Management System focuses on managing and forecasting the
movement of trains on the rail network, and the Resource Management System focuses on
managing and forecasting the allocation of resources to such trains, with both systems sharing
their forecasts with the other.
This aligns with the Shift2Rail Integration Layer approach of allowing different services to work
together using shared data, rather than moving towards monolithic applications.
Primary Mission
The primary mission of this Advanced Business Service is to ensure:



The Train Plan and Forecast in the Traffic Management System includes any effects of Resource
Based Delays.
The Stock and Crew Plan and Forecast in the S&C Management System include any effects of
operational delays.

Benefits
Benefit to Stock and Crew planner:
 Receiving operational delays into the stock and crew system allows the RUs the opportunity to
anticipate knock-on effects and optimise their resource plan to minimise further delay.

GA881791
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This can benefit the passenger by reducing knock-on delays.
Major changes to train plans within TMS are agreed with the RUs. However, these are not
automatically fed into the Stock and Crew planning systems. This means that RUs are using
estimates of train arrival times to understand the effect they have on their resource diagrams.
By receiving accurate forecasts from TMS which align with the latest plans, the RUs can more
accurately identify conflicts with their current resource diagrams and take advantage of
opportunities to optimise them.

Benefit to Traffic Management Operator:
 By receiving the updates from Stock and Crew planning systems, such as the earliest possible
departure times from stations, the IM can create achievable plans first time without the need
for further re-planning and unexpected delay.



This improves overall performance for the IM and provides a better journey experience for the
passenger.



The infrastructure manager will make changes to the live train plans using TMS which provides
forecasts of when trains will arrive and depart locations. The TMS does not have information
related to Stock and Crew restrictions which may make the forecasts within TMS inaccurate. By
sharing the earliest departure times possible from the Stock and Crew system to TMS, the
operator can quickly understand the resource restrictions on the departure time of train
services and take them into account when making plans.

Table 4-2 Traffic Management and Stock and Crew Integration

4.1.1 Use case 001.1: Operational delays in TMS affect crew and rolling
stock plans.
Within the ABS “Traffic Management and Stock and Crew Integration” two use cases are
explored in further detail. The first is how the system and responds when an operational delay
occurs in TMS that affect crew and rolling stock plans. Table 4-3 below includes the description
of this use case.
UC ID
Title
Actors

UC-001.1
Operational delays in TMS affect crew and rolling stock plans.
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Railway Undertaking (RU)
Output
Updated train forecasts
Input
Train service modification in TMS
Base-line Description
This use cases describes the interaction between a Traffic Management System and a Stock
and Crew Management System after an operational delay has occurred and inputted into
GA881791
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the TMS. It demonstrates how the systems interact and obtain an aligned updated plan.
In this use case, an external event causes a modification to the current train plan within the
Traffic Management System. This could be for a vast variety of reasons, such as:





A Temporary Speed Restriction being applied along a trains route
The resolution of a conflict caused by another a separate delay
A failed infrastructure asset resulting in a delay
A train being held to allow a higher priority of faster travelling train through a junction.

Once the modification is made to the train plan in TMS, or has been inputted from an
external system, the TMS recalculates and displays the forecast of the affected train(s) on
the HMI for the user. This modification may in turn cause other conflicts within the current
plan to be resolved by the TMS operator which will result in further forecast changes.
The new forecast for the affected train(s) is shared to the Stock and Crew System. This is
only done for the arrival time at terminating locations, as this is when the effect of the delay
is important in managing the crew on-board the train, or the rolling stock.
The Stock and Crew system receives this forecast, displays the result on the HMI for the
operators and uses it to identify any knock-on effects within the rest of the rolling stock and
crew plans. The late arrival of the rolling stock and crew may cause delays to other train
services. In turn, the Stock and Crew System can share these forecasts with TMS for it to
take into account in its plan.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
Below is a sequence diagram showing the interaction between the Traffic Management
System and the Stock and Crew Management System during the scenario described above.
A key pre-requisite to this use cases is both systems having the same schedule timetable as
a starting point.

GA881791
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TMS
Update to Plan
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resulting in
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Calculate
updated forecast
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Loop
Loop
Update arrival
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Alt
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No
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train services
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and resulting
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Alt
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Actors
Infrastructure Manager: The entity responsible for the railway network.
Railway Undertaking: The entity responsible for providing trips to passengers of freight
trains, and in charge of resourcing the trips (rolling stock and crew).
Data Register
IM →RU



Scheduled Timetable of the trains. (DC-001 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])
Train Arrival Forecasts generated by TMS (DC-003 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])

RU → IM


Train Departure Forecasts generated by the Stock and Crew Management Plan (DC-003 in
FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])

Result
Aligned plans between TMS and Stock and Crew Management Systems.
Related KPIs
Shift2Rail Capabilities:
#4 More Value from Data: This integration will increase the value being gained from the
forecast data generated by both systems.
#6 Service timed to the second: This integration enables advanced flexibility in recovering
from perturbation by providing a more accurate picture to the operator and is a step
towards a more automated approach by providing both systems with the data they need to
make decisions.
#12 Rapid and Reliable R&I delivery: This integration is driven through collaboration to
create the rapid integration of technology as a proof of concept to validate and then deliver
a system in use in the market.
Shift2Rail KPIs:
50% increase in reliability, leading to improved quality of services: The integration of data
between stock and crew systems and TMS enables improves the accuracy and timeliness of
the information presented in both systems therefore enabling a quicker awareness of
problems, and a quicker resolution.
Removal of remaining technical obstacles holding back the rail sector in terms of
interoperability and efficiency: By integrating between TMS and S&C system using a
standard interface, the integration is valid for other TMS and S&C systems to re-use.
Table 4-3 Operational delays in TMS affect crew and rolling stock plans.

4.1.2 Use case 001.2: Resource caused delays affecting the traffic
management plan
GA881791
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The second use case within the ABS “Traffic Management and Stock and Crew Integration” is
how the system responds when a resource caused delay occurs in the Stock and Crew
Management System. Table 4-4 below includes the description of this use case.
UC ID
Title
Actors

UC-001.2
Resource caused delays affecting the traffic management plan
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Railway Undertaking (RU)
Output
Updated train forecasts
Input
Train service modification in the Stock and Crew Management System
Base-line Description
This use cases describes the interaction between a Stock and Crew Management System
and a Traffic Management System after a resource based delay has occurred and been
inputted into the Stock and Crew Management System. It demonstrates how the systems
interact and obtain an aligned updated plan.
In this use case, an external event causes a modification to the current resource plan within
the Stock and Crew Management System. This could be for a vast variety of reasons, such
as:





A late crew member (e.g. a driver) arriving to the train station.
A failed vehicle needing to be replaced by stock from a nearby depot
A required train cleaning overrunning the departure time of an already late train.
A personal rest time requirement of a crew member.

Once the resource plan is updated within the Stock and Crew Management system, the
system recalculates the forecasted departure times of the affected train(s). This may
require the systems or operator to re-optimise the resource plan causing further changes.
The new forecast for the affected train(s) is shared to the TMS. This is only done for the
departure times, as this is when the effect of resource constraints will take effect.
The Traffic Management System receives this forecast, displays it on the HMI for the
operators and uses it to identify any knock-on effects and conflicts within the rest of the
plan. These conflicts and knock-on delays may require operator or system intervention
creating further train forecast updates. In turn, TMS can share these forecasts with Stock
and Crew System for it to take into account in its plan.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
Below is a sequence diagram showing the interaction between the Traffic Management
System and the Stock and Crew Management System during the scenario described above.
A key pre-requisite to this use cases is both systems having the same schedule timetable as
a starting point.
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Actors
Infrastructure Manager: The entity responsible for the railway network.
Railway Undertaking: The entity responsible for providing trips to passengers of freight
trains, and in charge of resourcing the trips (rolling stock and crew).
Data Register
IM → RU



Scheduled Timetable of the trains. (DC-001 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])
Train Arrival Forecasts generated by TMS (DC-003 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])

RU → IM


Train Departure Forecasts generated by the Stock and Crew Management Plan (DC-003 in
FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])

Result
Aligned plans between TMS and Stock and Crew Management Systems.
Related KPIs
Shift2Rail Capabilities:
#4 More Value from Data: This integration will increase the value being gained from the
forecast data generated by both systems.
#6 Service timed to the second: This integration enables advanced flexibility in recovering
from perturbation by providing a more accurate picture to the operator and is a step
towards a more automated approach by providing both systems with the data they need to
make decisions.
#12 Rapid and Reliable R&I delivery: This integration is driven through collaboration to
create the rapid integration of technology as a proof of concept to validate and then deliver
a system in use in the market.
Shift2Rail KPIs:
50% increase in reliability, leading to improved quality of services: The integration of data
between stock and crew systems and TMS enables improves the accuracy and timeliness of
the information presented in both systems therefore enabling a quicker awareness of
problems, and a quicker resolution.
Removal of remaining technical obstacles holding back the rail sector in terms of
interoperability and efficiency: By integrating between TMS and S&C system using a
standard interface, the integration is valid for other TMS and S&C systems to re-use.
Table 4-4 Resource caused delays affecting the traffic management plan
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4.2 Connected Driver Advisory System
This Advanced Business Service is a continuation of ABS-003 from Deliverable 14.1 [REF 3]. Table
4-5 below includes the Advanced Business Service high level description and operational
concept.
ABS ID
ABS Title
Actors/Users

ABS-003
TMS Connected Driver Advisory System
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Railway Undertaking (RU)
Driver
High Level Description
The aim of this ABS is to provide the integration of Driver Advisory Systems (DAS) and Traffic
Management Systems (TMS) allowing driving advice from DAS to always be accurate and take
into account the latest changes to the current plan.
The main function of Driver Advisory Systems is to inform the driver of the train speed profile
required to optimise the overall operation of interdependent rail services. For example, this
could reduce fuel consumption by encouraging a more economical driving style (preventing
excessive braking or accelerating and reducing the number of start/stops) while still meeting
the timetable requirements. It could also enable performance benefits of reducing the risk of
drivers arriving at the next signal in their journey too early causing them to be held at a red
signal.
During incidents TMS may have to update the target timetable of a train to resolve conflicts,
and infrastructure and vehicle restrictions may have to be applied to comply with operating
rules. During this time a Standalone Driver Advisory System is using an outdated timetable and
can no longer provide the best advice. This ABS is about providing the latest information to the
Driver Advisory System to allow it to give the best possible information to the driver and
ensure the benefits of DAS are continuously available.
Primary Mission
The primary mission of this ABS is to ensure:
 The driving advice given to the driver is generated to meet the latest dynamic plan generated
by TMS, while obeying temporary speed restrictions.

Benefits
Railway Undertaking:
C-DAS retains the normal DAS benefits throughout disruption where possible including:
 Optimised Energy Consumption
 Reduction in arrival at red signals.
 Advanced warnings of TSRs and PSRs
 Creating a smoother journey for the passengers, improving passenger experience.
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For the train driver the additional benefits are:
 No longer having to stop using the DAS advice during disruption.
 Receiving information about updates to the plan quicker than traditional methods (e.g. phone
calls).





Being able to provide more accurate and timely information to passengers.
Having the latest plan available can prevent driver errors such as not calling for stations.
By being presented with less red signals, the risk of passing signals at danger is reduced.

Infrastructure Manager:
 Improved train regulation during disruption. A train that would normally approach a red signal
at an occupied junction can instead be planned to arrive later. The driver can travel at a slower
speed and arrive at a permissive signal not having to stop the train. This saves delay minutes.




TSR information can be broadcast automatically and more efficiently to drivers.
Updates to the plan, e.g. cancelled or additional stops, can be communicated to the driver
more efficiently requiring less of the operators time.

Table 4-5 TMS Connected Driver Advisory System

4.2.1 Use Case 003.1: Train Regulation at using C-DAS
Within the ABS “Connected Driver Advisory System” three use cases are explored in further
detail. The first is how the TMS connected to a Driver Advisory System allows the operator to
regulate trains at junctions. Table 4-6 below includes the description of this use case.
UC ID
Title
Actors

UC-003.1
Train Regulation using C-DAS
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Railway Undertaking (RU)
Driver
Output
Updated driving advice
Input
Updated train forecast
Base-line Description
Without disruptions or incidents on the railway C-DAS would not require updates from the
original schedule and the train could be driven according to the planned timings. However,
once disruptions occur and conflicts between train schedules exist, running to the original
timings will often result in trains being held at unplanned red signals at the conflict
locations.
Once a train has left the stopping location before the conflict, there is currently no way to
prevent this train being held at red signals caused by that conflict. This will increase delays,
as the trains will need the time to accelerate from a complete stop; they also use more
energy than originally required, and present higher chances of passing signals at danger,
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causing further delays and a safety risk.
If possible, trains can be held at stations to avoid unplanned stops. However, often trains
are held at junctions during disruptions to allow other trains to pass through the junction
first.
C-DAS provides the opportunity to regulate the trains at junctions and prevent either train
from coming to a complete stop. If a conflict at a junction exists, the second train to use the
junction can be re-planned to arrive at the junction later and, therefore, avoid arriving at a
red signal. This requires the driver to approach at a slower speed which cannot be enforced
by the signalling system alone and is therefore not possible without clear instruction to the
driver which C-DAS provides. Updated driver advise instruction the slower approach to the
junction can be displayed clearly to the driver on the DAS HMI, not requiring phone calls or
alternate communication methods. The alternative to this is instructing the 1st train at the
junction to arrive earlier if possible.
The pre-requisite for this use case is that both DAS and TMS contain the same original
schedule for the train.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
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Future conflict
identified between 2
trains at a junction

Can the 1st train arrive at
the junction earlier?

Yes

Update 1st train
arrival time at
junction to be
earlier.

No

Update arrival time
of 2nd train at
junction to be later.

No

Send forecast to
DAS

DAS Recalculates
Driving Advice

DAS Presents
Driving Advice to
Driver

Is the conflict solved?

Yes
Driver reacts to new
recommendation
and adjusts driving
style

End
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Actors
Infrastructure Manager: The entity responsible for the railway network.
Railway Undertaking: The entity responsible for providing trips to passengers or freight,
and in charge of resourcing the trips (rolling stock and crew).
Driver: The persons responsible for driving the train.
Data Register
IM → RU



Scheduled Timetable of the trains. (DC-001 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])
Train Arrival Forecasts generated by TMS (DC-003 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])

RU → IM


Train Departure Forecasts generated by the DAS (DC-003 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])

Result
Updated driving advice presented to the driver to achieve the new forecasted timings, or
the earliest achievable time.
Related KPIs
Shift2Rail Capabilities:
#1 ATO: C-DAS can be considered a stepping stone towards Automatic Train Operation
#4 More Value from Data: This integration will increase the value being gained from the
forecast data generated by both systems reducing the need for manual communication
between the operators and the driver.
#5 Optimum Energy Use: C-DAS allows an economical driving style throughout disruption
reducing energy usage.
Shift2Rail KPIs:
50% reduction in life-cycle costs, leading to enhanced competitiveness: The integration
between Traffic Management and DAS allows further energy saving benefits than isolated
systems.
Reduction of negative externalities linked to railway transport, in particular noise,
vibrations, emissions and other environmental impacts: The integration between Traffic
Management and DAS allows a more economic driving style during disruption than isolated
systems reducing emissions.
Table 4-6 Train Regulation using C-DAS

4.2.2 Use Case 003.2: Updated Stopping Schedule in C-DAS
The second use case within the ABS “Connected Driver Advisory System” shows how changes to
planned stops in TMS are handled, providing the information to the driver instantly. Table 4-7
below includes the description of this use case.
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UC ID
Title
Actors

UC-003.2
Change in stopping schedule
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Railway Undertaking (RU)
Driver
Output
Updated driving advice
Input
Updated train forecast
Base-line Description
In response to disruption and incidents, operators may modify train plans in further ways
than updating timings for regulation. To recover time in a train’s timetable, the operator
may cancel stops on the train’s route. This allows the train to recover lost time in its
journey. Alternatively, if trains have been cancelled, additional stops could be added on an
alternative train’s journey to pick up passengers and mitigate the impact of such
cancellations.
Both of these result in modifications to the timetable that need to be communicated to the
driver, informing them of the changes to stops, as well as the changes to the driving style
required to meet the new schedule. By sending this information to the DAS it can create
new driving advice to economically meet the new timings and ensure the driver doesn’t fail
to call at a station. This can be displayed on the DAS HMI and not require alternate means
of communication that require action from the TMS operators or signallers such as phone
calls.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
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Operator adds a
stop

Operator removes a
stop

Updated plan is sent
to the DAS

No

DAS Recalculates
Driving Advice for
earliest achievable
forecasted time.

Can DAS create a speed
profile to reach the junction
at the forecasted time.

Yes

DAS Recalculates
Driving Advice
DAS Presents
Driving Advice to
Driver

DAS Presents
Driving Advice to
Driver
DAS sends earliest
achievable time to
TMS.

Driver reacts to new
recommendation
and adjusts driving
style

End

Actors
Infrastructure Manager: The entity responsible for the railway network.
Railway Undertaking: The entity responsible for providing trips to passengers or freight,
and in charge of resourcing the trips (rolling stock and crew).
Driver: The persons responsible for driving the train.
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Data Register
IM → RU



Scheduled Timetable of the trains. (DC-001 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])
Train Arrival Forecasts generated by TMS (DC-003 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])

Result
Updated schedule and driving advice presented to the driver to achieve the new schedule,
or the earliest achievable time.
Related KPIs
Shift2Rail Capabilities:
#1 ATO: C-DAS can be considered a stepping stone towards Automatic Train Operation
#4 More Value from Data: This integration will increase the value being gained from the
forecast data generated by both systems reducing the need for manual communication
between the operators and the driver.
#5 Optimum Energy Use: C-DAS allows an economical driving style throughout disruption
reducing energy usage.
Shift2Rail KPIs:
50% reduction in life-cycle costs, leading to enhanced competitiveness: The integration
between Traffic Management and DAS allows further energy saving benefits than isolated
systems.
Reduction of negative externalities linked to railway transport, in particular noise,
vibrations, emissions and other environmental impacts: The integration between Traffic
Management and DAS allows a more economic driving style during disruption than isolated
systems reducing emissions.
Table 4-7 Change in stopping schedule

4.2.3 Use Case 003.3: Temporary Speed Restrictions in C-DAS
The third use case within the ABS “Connected Driver Advisory System” shows how new or
updated Temporary Speed Restrictions in TMS are handled, providing the information to the
driver instantly. Table 4-8 below includes the description of this use case.
UC ID
Title
Actors

Output
Input
GA881791
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UC-003.3
Temporary Speed Restriction Updates
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Railway Undertaking (RU)
Driver
Updated driving advice
Updated train forecast
Base-line Description
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Due to weather conditions, infrastructure conditions and other safety concerns, unplanned
temporary speed restrictions can be added to sections of track in real time. This temporary
speed restriction affects the driving advice that should be presented to the driver, and if not
updated DAS may provide driving speeds that are no longer permissible.
In this case, the DAS must be provided with information about the TSR as well as the new
forecasted journey timings in order to present the correct information to the driver on the
DAS HMI and ensure the speed restriction is not breached in the driving advice given.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
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Temporary Speed
Restriction Added

Temporary Speed
Restriction Updated

Temporary Speed
Restriction Ended

Re-calculate
Forecast for
affected train.

Send forecast and
Temporary Speed
Restriction to DAS

DAS Recalculates
Driving Advice

DAS Presents
Driving Advice to
Driver

Driver reacts to new
recommendation
and adjusts driving
style

End

Actors
Infrastructure Manager: The entity responsible for the railway network.
Railway Undertaking: The entity responsible for providing trips to passengers or freight,
and in charge of resourcing the trips (rolling stock and crew).
Driver: The persons responsible for driving the train.
Data Register
IM → RU
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Scheduled Timetable of the trains. (DC-001 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])
Train Arrival Forecasts generated by TMS (DC-003 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])
Temporary Speed Restrictions (DC-00 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])

Result
Updated driving advice presented to the driver to achieve the new timings, or the earliest
achievable time, while obeying the Temporary Speed Restriction, along with the details of
the Temporary Speed Restriction.
Related KPIs
Shift2Rail Capabilities:
#1 ATO: C-DAS can be considered a stepping stone towards Automatic Train Operation
#4 More Value from Data: This integration will increase the value being gained from the
forecast data generated by both systems reducing the need for manual communication
between the operators and the driver.
#5 Optimum Energy Use: C-DAS allows an economical driving style throughout disruption
reducing energy usage.
Shift2Rail KPIs:
50% reduction in life-cycle costs, leading to enhanced competitiveness: The integration
between Traffic Management and DAS allows further energy saving benefits than isolated
systems.
Reduction of negative externalities linked to railway transport, in particular noise,
vibrations, emissions and other environmental impacts: The integration between Traffic
Management and DAS allows a more economic driving style during disruption than isolated
systems reducing emissions.
Table 4-8 Temporary Speed Restriction Updates

4.3 Multi-Modal Operating Centre
This Advanced Business Service is a continuation of ABS-004 from Deliverable 14.1 [REF 3]. Table
4-9 below includes the Advanced Business Service high level description and operational
concept.
ABS ID
ABS-004
ABS Title
Urban Transport Control Service
Actors/Users
Transport Authority: Transport Control Centre Officers/Managers (CC),
Railway Undertakings (RU)
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Emergency Response Services
High Level Description
The ABS is envisioned as a decision-support and incident management tool for multi-modal
transport control centres. It will integrate data from several transport modes (e.g. rail
timetables, rail incidents, bus routes) and transport-related data sources (e.g. parking
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availability) to enable more timely and effective coordination of responses to transport
incidents as well as better preparation of transport links for large events. It will also aim to
reduce the amount of effort expended by staff at Control Centres (CC) to browse through
transport incident data manually as well as decrease the number of phone calls required to
coordinate response between transport stakeholders (train service operators, infrastructure
managers, emergency response services, etc).
It is envisioned as a light-weight Software as a Service solution, designed to provide high value
at a relatively lower costs – this will be achieved through the use of open data feeds, cloudbased architecture, lean development approach and intuitive user interface, all minimising the
costs of deployment, training and support.
Primary Mission
The primary mission of this ABS is to:



provide a light weight, low-cost alternative to large-scale, complex control centre deployments
enhance the ability of control centres to identify, understand and respond to transport
incidents across all modes of transport

Benefits
Benefits to Control Centre:







Low cost deployment of an initial system
Increased timeliness of transport incident identification and classification
Faster incident response
Better accuracy of transport incident response
Reduced effort to manually browse through incident data
Reduced effort to communicate with stakeholders via phone calls

Benefits to Railway Undertakings:



Improved ability to provide accurate and timely passenger information
Increased efficiency of communications with the Control Centre

Benefits to Emergency Services:



Increased accuracy and timeliness of emergency response through faster and better
information
Increased efficiency of communications with the Control Centre

Benefits to Passengers:


Reduced impact from transport incident on journey time (through better incident response
from transport system)



Improved travelling experience (through better passenger information)

Table 4-9 Urban Transport Control Service
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4.3.1 Use case 004.1: Transport incident identification
Within the ABS “Multi-Modal Operating Centre” two use cases are explored in further detail. The
first is about how transport incidents from multiple transport modes are categorised and
prioritised. Table 4-10 below includes the description of this use case.
UC ID
Title
Actors
Output

UC-004.1
Transport incident identification
Transport Authority: Transport Control Centre Officers/Managers (CC)
Prioritised transport incidents categorised from multiple transport
modes
Input
Raw transport data streams
Base-line Description
Currently, Control Centre (CC) staff manually browse through incoming transport-related
data to identify the incidents which require them to take action. The types of data scanned
for significant incidents can include: road event feed, road signal health data, rail timetables
and announcements and many more. This strenuous and monotonic activity requires
significant effort from the CCs in reading through the information and comparing against a
loosely defined set of rules.
This use case aims to address this issue by automating the incident identification,
classification and prioritisation processes.
A key pre-requisite is the availability of the raw transport data. The overall ABS minimises
deployment costs to the users, which is why there needs to be open data feeds already
present and of sufficient quality to provide the key information in a timely manner.
A web application is intended to collect data from multiple transport data feeds. Stored
data will then be parsed through a classification algorithm (depending on data type) to
assess the severity of the incident. This will be based on rules co-developed with the users.
The prioritised incidents will then be displayed on a web based HMI within the application
drawing the CCs attention accordingly.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
The diagram illustrates the relevant data feeds on the left, their processing, up to and
including display on the User Interface.
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Scheduled
Timetable

Detect Incident

Store Incident

Target
Timetable

Incident
Database

Classify
Incidents

Audited
Timetable
View Incidents
Rail
Incidents

Road
Incidents

User Interface

Group
Incidents

Generate
Disruption
Notification

Update
Incident
Details

Actors
Control Centre Officers/Managers
 Responsible for transport incident monitoring and definition of incident response
needs
Data Register






Scheduled Timetable (DC-001 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])
Target Timetable (DC-002 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])
Audited Timetable (DC-004 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])
Rail Incidents (DC-008 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])
Road Incidents (DC-011 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])

Result
Near-real-time display of identified and classified (by severity, by mode) transport incidents
in a unified view.
Related KPIs
Shift2Rail Capability:
#7 Low cost railway solutions: Through automation enabled by advanced classification
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algorithms, this use case aims to achieve a low-cost solution as an alternative to either the
high-effort, manual data-handling approach or the more costly, custom-built large scale
integration projects.
Shift2Rail KPIs:
50% increase in reliability, leading to improved quality of services: Timely incident
identification is the first step to minimise delays and other impacts caused by transport
disruptions. Once implemented, the Actors in this use case will be able to address reliability
issues more effectively, resulting in an improvement in this KPI.
Table 4-10 Transport incident identification

4.3.2 Use case 004.2: Transport incident management
The second use case within the ABS “Multi-Modal Operating Centre” shows how the transport
authority can manage updating incidents. Table 4-11 below includes the description of this use
case.
UC ID
Title
Actors
Output

UC-004.2
Transport incident management
Transport Authority: Transport Control Centre Officers/Managers (CC)
Contextual transport incident information
Incident response actions
Input
Prioritised transport incidents categorised from multiple transport
modes, Raw transport-related data (e.g. bus timetable and forecast),
CC available staff information, External passenger information systems
information
Base-line Description
This use case focuses on the incident response activity which follows incident identification.
It aims to support the CC staff by providing additional contextual information and facilities to
communicate with the right stakeholders (RUs, emergency services, maintainers and
passengers directly).
Provision of contextual information (e.g. bus timetables and forecasts in the vicinity of the
incidents) will support CC operators in making decisions on the optimal incident response.
For example, a road incident may affect bus routes, which in turn are linked with a rail
transport mode. In this situation, passengers may be left isolated from their usual link to rail
and may be late for their rail service.
There are several actions that the CC staff may take to address such incidents. Firstly, they
need to disseminate the information to the relevant passenger information systems (via RUs
or directly, e.g. via Twitter).
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Secondly, they can inform RUs to influence the train service timetable. Finally, they may need
to inform the emergency services and maintenance organisations to resolve the issue at the
origin (i.e. the road incident) as fast as possible.
This ability to disseminate information across the transport network may require
development of a platform solution, providing access to authorised stakeholders and
enhancing communications with a unified view of the relevant transport incidents and
contextual data. Providing a similar HMI to multiple stakeholders can ease a common
understanding of information.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
The following flow chart represents the new operational process (as continued after ‘View
Incident’ action in Use Case 1).
View incident
(See Use Case 1)

Understand context

What do I need to do to
address the incident?

Coordinate response

Notify travellers

View contextual
information

Publish data to a
traveller-facing
system

Release incident
information to
stakeholder
(internal/external)
No action required

Update incident
response
information

Actors
The actor at the centre of this use case is still the Control Centre officer. However, in this
case, several other stakeholders appear, based on the need of a particular incident. This
could include:



Maintainers (if an incident requires maintenance team action)
Emergency services (if an incident requires emergency service team action)
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Railway undertakings (if an incident requires action from train operating companies)

Data Register




Bus Timetable (DC-009 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])
Bus Forecast (DC-010 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])
Train Forecast (DC-003 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])

Result
- Disruption information published to passengers
- Correct incident information disseminated to transport stakeholders
Related KPIs
Shift2Rail Capability:
#7 Low cost railway solutions: The display of contextual data in one view will provide a
significant time saving to the control centre officers, driving customer’s operational costs
down. Integration with existing systems, means the customer will able to extract additional
value from their existing assets without major investment and implementation costs.
#10 Stations and Smart City Mobility: Through integration with existing passenger-facing
systems, this use case will enable more efficient transport information dissemination. For
passengers, more timely and accurate information means increased mobility as they can
adapt their journey plans. Furthermore, more effective information dissemination to
Railway Undertakings will enable them to react accordingly through their station
information systems.
Shift2Rail KPIs:
50% increase in reliability, leading to improved quality of services: Providing contextual
information to the control centre officers will enable them to better understand the overall
status of the related parts of the transport network and coordinate response to transport
incidents more effectively. This, in turn, means reduced delays and other impacts caused by
transport disruptions.
Table 4-11 Transport incident management

4.4 Automated Weather Response
This Advanced Business Service is a continuation of ABS-005 from Deliverable 14.1 [REF 3]. Table
4-12 below includes the Advanced Business Service high level description and operational
concept.
ABS ID
ABS Title
Actors/Users

ABS-005
Automated Weather Response
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
High Level Description
Weather conditions can require operating restrictions to be placed on the railway. This can
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result in a speed restriction to reduce the risk of an incident with a train. There are often
national and local rules for different types of infrastructure (such as overhead lines, bridges or
tunnels) that have specific restrictions based on different weather condition triggers (e.g. wind
speed, flooding, snow, high temperatures).
The monitoring of weather conditions and responding to alerts for these trigger conditions is
manual process carried out by the Infrastructure Manager. Each alert is then assessed and
appropriate restrictions are put in place. This must then be communicated to all operators
who re-plan their services based on the new restrictions.
Due to the manual overhead, this can often mean the areas affected by weather related
restrictions are larger than they need to be in order to be manageable. There is also a gap in
the time between assessing the weather and implementing the restrictions in the plan due to
a slower ability to respond when actual readings do not meet weather forecasts.
This ABS intends to take a set of weather related rules for operating restrictions and automate
the process of assessing them and triggering an automated Temporary Speed Restriction
proposal in response, which an operator can confirm or reject. The automated proposals can
be assessed over time and allow for more specified rules to smaller geographical areas to be
created.
Increasing the resilience of the infrastructure reduces the need for operational responses such
as TSRs. However, the range of weather events experienced today and in the future due to
climate change and the prohibitive expense of the investment required to mitigate all weather
risks means that operational response will always be a critical aspect of managing safety.
Primary Mission
Monitor changing weather conditions and automate the process of adding restrictions to
railway based on the weather conditions
Benefits
Infrastructure Manager:



Reduce the manual effort required to decide when to implement weather based
restriction.
Granularity of areas with restrictions applied can be increased, this prevents large areas
being affected by weather based restrictions unnecessarily and reduces the overall amount
of delay created.

Table 4-12 Automated Weather Response

4.4.1 Use Case 005.1: Automated Speed Restrictions
Within the ABS “Automated Weather Response” two use cases are explored in further detail.
The first is how the automated speed restriction proposals are generated in response to real
time weather conditions. Table 4-13 below includes the description of this use case.
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UC ID
Title
Actors
Output
Input

UC-005.1
Automated Speed Restrictions
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Speed Restrictions
Weather Readings
Base-line Description
Extreme weather may require operators to apply Temporary Speed Restrictions to ensure
the safe running of trains. The most common weather types to induce this are:




High winds – This can require speed restrictions to help protect Overhead Lines from
tangling around a train’s pantograph, or to protect trains from debris that can be blown
onto the track.
Hot weather – High temperatures increase the risk of track buckling and higher speeds
mean more force on the rails. Temporary speed restrictions are used to reduce the risk.

However other weather types such as dense fog can also require speed restrictions to
ensure the driver can see signals clearly when approaching.
When wind speeds reach a trigger point, blanket speed restrictions are put in place on a
large section of track, often larger than the directly affected area. If this can be more
accurately monitored, and easily applied to more granular sections of track, it can reduce
the size of the area affected by the speed restriction and, therefore, the total delay created.
Automation can also make it easier to remove speed restrictions when the detected
weather conditions have returned to below trigger levels for enough time. The users can be
alerted to these proposals visually, with the resulting effect of the speed restrictions
displayed to the operator.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
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Weather Reading
Update

No

Does the weather reading
exceed any of the TSR
triggers

Yes

Yes

No

Is the required speed slower
than the Maximum speed of the
existing TSR.

Does a TSR already exist for
this weather feature at this
location?

No

Generate TSR
proposal for the
affected
infrastructure
Yes

Propose an update
to the TSR with the
new max speed.

Alert the user of
new TSR proposal

Alert the user of
modification
proposal to the TSR

No

Does the operator accept
the proposal?

Yes

No changes
implemented
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Actors
Infrastructure Manager: The entity responsible for the railway network.
Data Register




Weather Control Instructions (DC-012 from D14.1 [REF 3])
Current Weather (DC-014 from D14.1[REF 3])
Infrastructure Temporary Speed Restrictions (DC-005 from D14.1 [REF 3]).

Result
Temporary Speed Restrictions generated when triggered by weather conditions.
Related KPIs
Shift2Rail Capabilities:
#8 Guaranteed asset health and availability: Often speed restrictions are put in place to
protect the infrastructure. Applying these quickly and efficiently can reduce the risk of
damage to assets.
Shift2Rail KPIs:
100% increase in rail capacity, leading to increased user demand: Through more effective
TSRs application limited to the areas that required them rather than large blanket Speed
Restrictions, the capacity of the infrastructure is improved during adverse weather
conditions.
Table 4-13 Automated Speed Restrictions

4.4.2 Use Case 005.2: Forecasted Speed Restrictions
The second use case within the ABS “Automated Weather Response” shows how temporary
speed restrictions are forecasted to be required in the future in response to weather conditions
to allow planning ahead by the TMS Operators. Table 4-14 below includes the description of this
use case.
UC ID
Title
Actors
Output
Input

UC-005.2
Forecasted Speed Restrictions
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Speed Restrictions
Weather Readings
Base-line Description
Responding to changing weather conditions in real-time is crucial to maintaining the safety
of train travel. However, relying purely on real-time readings means the operators are not
best prepared with alternative running plans and contingencies in place to reduce delays
and avoid reductions in quality of service caused by the weather.
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This Use Case focusses on using the weather forecasts to provide an overview of when
speed restrictions will need to be applied to the network in the future, to enable the
operators to plan ahead and ensure all resources are prepared for the affects.
The weather forecast can be compared to the triggers used for live weather control rules,
and when the forecasted conditions pass a trigger condition, the temporary speed
restriction can be simulated in the plan. This prediction requires that a TSR can be displayed
to the user on the TMS HMI. The weather forecast can also be used to generate a level of
confidence that these conditions will be met. For example, if the weather forecast is such
that wind speeds will be 10mph over the trigger, there is a higher level of confidence that
the restriction will be required than if it is 1mph over the trigger value.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
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Weather Forecast
Update

Does the weather Forecast
exceed any of the TSR
triggers

No

Yes

Update the confidence
rating of the simulated
TSR using the new values.

Yes

Does a simulated TSR
already exist for this weather
feature at this location?

No

Is the required speed slower
than the Maximum speed of
the existing TSR.

Generate Simulated
TSR for the affected
infrastructure for time
until trigger is no
longer breached

No

Generate confidence
rating of TSR using
Forecast and threshold
values.

Yes

Update the TSR with
the new max speed.

Alert user of new
simulated TSR for
the future.
Alert user of
modified TSR Speed

Is the TSR predicted to have
a different start of end time?

No

Yes

Update the TSR with
the new timings.

Alert user of
modified TSR
timings
End

Actors
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Infrastructure Manager: The entity responsible for the railway network.
Data Register




Weather Control Instructions (DC-012 from D14.1 [REF 3])
Current Weather (DC-014 from D14.1[REF 3])
Infrastructure Temporary Speed Restrictions (DC-005 from D14.1 [REF 3]).

Result
Predicted Temporary Speed Restrictions required based on the weather forecast.
Related KPIs
Shift2Rail Capabilities:
#4 More Value from Data: Using the weather forecast data and weather control rules,
automatically predicting the operational responses required to weather allows the
operators to focus on how they can best deliver a train service with known restrictions.
Shift2Rail KPIs:
50% increase in reliability, leading to improved quality of services: Providing the operators
with the specific operational restrictions that will be caused by the weather in the future
gives the operators the best chance of planning ahead to maintain the reliability and quality
of services.
Table 4-14 Forecasted Speed Restrictions

4.5 TMS Powering Passenger Information Systems
This Advanced Business Service is a continuation of ABS-006 from Deliverable 14.1 [REF 3]. Error!
Reference source not found. below includes the Advanced Business Service high level
description and operational concept.
ABS ID
ABS Title
Actors/Users

ABS-006
Integrating TMS with data aggregators to improve Passenger Information
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Railway Undertakings (RU)
High Level Description
IMs running the railway (using TMS) need to share changes to the services with ‘data
aggregators’ which feed Passenger Information Systems (PIS) used by Railway Undertakings to
present reliable information to passengers. Currently, these systems (TMS and aggregators)
are not connected, which creates a bottleneck in information sharing. Information on rail
services is often inputted manually to the aggregator and, particularly, for train forecasts, can
be based on out-dated or inaccurate data.
This aim of this ABS idea is to integrate TMS and such aggregator systems. The integration
would automate the current process of double-keying information between disjointed
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systems, improving the timeliness of passenger information and enabling better forecast
accuracy for passengers.
Primary Mission
The primary mission of this ABS is to provide rail service information from TMS to Passenger
Information Systems to enable more timely and accurate passenger information
Benefits
Infrastructure Manager:
 Efficiency increases through manual task automation
Railway Undertaking:
 More accurate and timely information for passengers
Table 4-15 Integrating TMS with data aggregators to improve Passenger Information

4.5.1 Use case 006.1: TMS Forecasts for Passenger Information
Within the ABS “TMS Powering Passenger Information Systems” a use case has been defined to
show how the forecasts from TMS can be utilised by passenger information systems, and by
passengers themselves. Error! Reference source not found. below includes the description of
this use case.
UC ID
Title
Actors

UC-006.1
TMS Forecasts for Passenger Information
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Railway Undertakings (RU)
Output
Accurate and timely Passenger Information
Input
TMS Train Forecast information
Base-line Description
The objective of this use case is to provide automatic updates of Train Forecast information
into a rail service data aggregator used by Passenger Information Systems, with the aim of
improving passenger information.
Currently, TMS users (IMs and RUs) need to manually populate the data aggregator systems
based on the changes they have introduced in TMS. This data, parsed by the aggregator
system, is made available (according to a pre-defined rule-set) for input into PIS. Lack of
integration means this process is taking longer than needed and is prone to errors.
Furthermore, for forecasting, the aggregator uses its internal model. This may be less
accurate than TMS forecasts information based on a more advanced model (which, for
example, may take future service conflicts into account).
An integration of these systems would streamline the flow of train forecast data from its
source (TMS operators) to its destination (passengers). For the operators, this means time
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saving as well as decreased risk of errors (and related stress) associated with manual input
of the information into a separate data aggregator system.
Importantly, this use case directly impacts a key aspect of the railway for passengers:
accurate rail service information. Passengers rely on PIS to receive the latest updates
related to the rail services they use. Receiving more accurate forecasts sooner than before
means they can better adapt to the changes in the timetable. In contrast, delayed updates
may result in passenger dissatisfaction as it can often be too late for customers to alter their
plans or identify alternative routes. This ABS is unlikely to require any changes to existing
HMI’s for Passenger Information Systems, but will provide the improved quality of data to
existing systems.

Steps/actions/flowcharts
Scheduled
Timetable

Target
Timetable

Rail
Incidents

TMS: Resolve
conflicts

Train
Forecast

outside use case scope

External
data

outside use case scope

Rail service data
aggregator

Other destinations
(e.g. web app)

c
outside use case
scope

External
data
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Actors
Infrastructure Manager


Responsible for re-routing services

Railway Undertaking



Responsible for monitoring TMS systems and inputting updated data into data aggregator
systems
Responsible for providing rail service data to passengers

Data Register








Passenger Train Forecast (DC-018 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3]),
Passenger Disruption Information (DC-002 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3]),
Passenger Timetable Details (DC-017 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3]),
Scheduled Timetable (DC-001 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3]),
Target Timetable (DC-002 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3]),
Train Forecast (DC-003 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3]),
Rail Incidents (DC-008 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])

Result
The key result of this use case is timely and accurate Train Forecast information input into
data aggregator and, in turn, Passenger Information Systems.
Related KPIs
Shift2Rail Capability:
#10 Stations and Smart City Mobility: The automation would improve the timeliness and
accuracy of forecasts provided to passengers through Passenger Information Systems (e.g.
at stations).
Shift2Rail KPIs:
Removal of remaining technical obstacles holding back the rail sector in terms of
interoperability and efficiency. Currently, TMS and the data aggregator systems are
disjointed which is inefficient. Integration of the two types of systems would provide
efficiency increases and showcase an interface which could be applied for other rail systems
for sharing timely and accurate train forecast data.
Table 4-16 TMS Forecasts for Passenger Information

4.6 Rail Performance Analytics
This Advanced Business Service is a continuation of CONCEPT-014 and CONCEPT-025 from
Appendix B of Deliverable 14.1 [REF 3]. These have been joined together as the same data
acquired would inform both use cases involved. The second use case can be considered an
extension of the first providing added functionality. Table 4-17 below includes the Advanced
Business Service high level description and operational concept.
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ABS ID
ABS Title
Actors/Users

ABS-009
Rail Performance Analytics
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Railway Undertaking (RU)
Performance Analysts (PA)
High Level Description
A benefit of the Shift2Rail Integration Layer is that the easy access to multiple types of
performance data that can be processed live to provide real time insights into the
performance of a large area of rail network. The standardised format of data on the
Integration Layer means this same advanced business service can be used for multiple
networks without having to re-design the analytics and interfaces to process different data. As
more data is provided on the integration layer, further insights can be gained by analysing and
creating links between different data available.
This ABS provides live metrics to the Infrastructure Managers and Railway Undertaking on the
performance of the network, which can be used as a backbone for further use cases which
provide long term improvements to the running of the services.
Often IM and RU operators are provided with very basic live network wide performance
statistics and rely on historical data to provide a detailed picture of what happened on the day.
Being able to see more detailed live information and Key Performance Indicators gives all
stakeholders a clear picture of state of the network. This more insightful information can help
inform operator decisions on the day backed up by data.
Collecting and analysing this data also creates the opportunity to assess the performance over
a longer term using different data analytics techniques. This advanced business service also
provides functionality to analyse the data it collects for patterns and recurring issues, as well
as potential root causes for those issues, that may identify opportunity for improvements to
the base timetable.
Primary Mission
 Provide live view on different KPI’s for the IMs and RUs
 Provide historical analysis to identify recurring issues that can be prevented.
Benefits
Railway Undertaking:
 Can have a clear view of their specific Key Performance Indicators live.
 Can identify recurring problems which can be rectified in the long term.
Infrastructure Managers:
 Can have a clear view of their specific Key Performance Indicators live.
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Can identify problems caused by the base timetable which can be fed back to the timetable
planning process.

Table 4-17 Rail Performance Analytics

4.6.1 Use Case 009.1: Live Performance Measures
Within the ABS “Rail Performance Analytics” two use cases are explored in further detail. The
first is how the collection and analysis of data provides improved live KPI’s of the performance of
the network to be assessed. Table 4-18 below includes the description of this use case.
UC ID
Title
Actors

UC-009.1
Live Performance Measures
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Railway Undertaking (RU)
Output
Live Performance metrics and KPI’s of the network
Input
Scheduled, targeted and audited timetables and train position reports.
Base-line Description
This use case aims to provide the Railway Operators with live performance metrics for their
desired KPIs. Often live performance data is either at the level of performance of individual
trains or very high-level delay information of a network.
Seeing more multi-variable live metrics means that the KPI’s used by operators can better
reflect the reliability of the service being provided to passengers. These KPIs may no longer
be based purely around simple delay metrics such as arrival time at destination. Examples
of this include delays along a journey, dwell times, early departures and cancelled stops
combined into overall performance figures. This can include weighting for locations that
affect more passengers.
As well as providing improved overall metrics, the ABS can provide the opportunity for
operators to view live delay information from different perspectives. Rather than just seeing
performance of specific trains, delay can be viewed on the HMI categorised by location or
train type. This allows operators to identify issues developing based on different factors or
keep track of new performance metrics such as a critical cumulative delay for a location, to
help prioritise where recovery actions are taken.
Being able to analyse performance data to a higher degree in real-time also enables Railway
Operators to capture contextual information to identify contributing factors that may not
be identified when reflecting on the data historically, as not all information is available after
the fact, e.g. issues with platform crowding or station facilities, or a late bus connection.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
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Audited
Timetable

Target
Timetable

Scheduled
Timetable

Performance against
scheduled timetable

Performance
Database

KPI Measuring

View Metrics

User Interface
Live KPIs

Delays by
Location

Dwell Times

Actors
Infrastructure Manager: The entity responsible for the railway network.
Railway Undertaking: The entity responsible for providing trips to passengers of freight
trains, and in charge of resourcing the trips (rolling stock and crew).
Data Register




Scheduled Timetable of the trains. (DC-001 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])
Target Timetable (DC-002 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])
Audited Timetable (DC-003 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1 [REF 3])

Result
Comprehensive live view of detailed KPIs for Railway Undertaking and Infrastructure
Managers, with the ability to view live delay data from multiple perspectives.
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Related KPIs
Shift2Rail Capabilities:
#4 More value form data: This integration will increase the value of the audited timetable
data being capture by the Shift2Rail Integration layer.
Shift2Rail KPIs:
50% increase in reliability, leading to improved quality of services: Providing the data for
more detailed KPI’s that better link the reliability of train services from the passenger
perspective allow the operators a clearer picture of where issues are occurring and can be
improved to provide a better quality service.
Table 4-18 Live Performance Measures

4.6.2 Use Case 009.2: Repeated Delay Root Cause Analysis
The second use case within the ABS “Rail Performance Analytics” shows the data collected in the
first use case can be used to understand the root cause of repeated delays. Table 4-19 below
includes the description of this use case.
UC ID
Title
Actors

UC-009.2
Repeated Delay Root Cause Analysis
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Railway Undertaking (RU)
Performance Analysts (PA)
Output
Delay patterns and problem trains.
Input
Scheduled, targeted and audited timetables and train position reports.
Base-line Description
This use case builds upon the live performance measures that are captured and stored as
part of this ABS. Historical analysis of this data can provide a means to detect recurring
issues and help identify the root cause of repeated delays.
Examples of this are conflicts caused by issues in the base timetable. This may reveal itself
by recurring delays, for example, at a particular junction caused by trains being held of
slowed unexpectedly due to insufficient headway or a repeated driving style issue, which
when fed back to the timetable planning team can be rescheduled to remove the problem.
It can also identify planned dwell times that are repeatedly exceeding or locations where
early departures are occurring repeatedly.
As well as intelligently detecting recurrent problems, this ABS also provides an HMI for
operators to explore the historical data manually and generate reports. This manual and
automated approach allows the operators to also discover data views that provide them
with key information, and can be built into automated processes in the future.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
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Audited
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Target
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Scheduled
Timetable
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User Interface

Historical
Performance
Database

View Historical
Data

Historical
Data
Reporting
Historical
Data
exploration

Pattern
Recognition
Recurring
Delays and
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Timetable
update
suggestions

Actors
Infrastructure Manager: The entity responsible for the railway network.
Railway Undertaking: The entity responsible for providing trips to passengers of freight
trains, and in charge of resourcing the trips (rolling stock and crew).
Performance Analysts: Responsible for analysing the performance of the network in the
horizon time longer than the current operational day and identifying steps to improve
performance.
Data Register




Scheduled Timetable of the trains. (DC-001 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[Ref])
Target Timetable (DC-002 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[Ref])
Audited Timetable (DC-003 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1 [Ref])

Result
Notifications of recurrent problems and possible route causes that can be fed back to the
timetable planning systems or to update operational planning.
Related KPIs
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Shift2Rail Capabilities:
#4 More Value from Data: This integration will increase the value of the audited timetable
data being captured by the Shift2Rail Integration layer.
#6 Service timed to the second: The IM’s and RU’s can use the root cause analysis to
understand causes of delay that is often missed during performance evaluation as it may
not trigger current KPI’s. This investigation can lead to reductions in smaller delays which
can combine to cause larger knock-on effects and improve overall performance.
Shift2Rail KPIs:
50% increase in reliability, leading to improved quality of services: The identification of
inherent conflicts in the base timetable allows a more robust and achievable timetable to
be produced increasing the reliability of services for passengers.
Table 4-19 Repeated Delay Root Cause Analysis

4.7 Intelligent Incident Management for Rail Communication Centres
This Advanced Business Service is a new addition within D14.2 exploring how rail incidents and
communication to passengers can be better handled for large geographic or very complex areas
such as a national system. Table 4-20 below includes the Advanced Business Service high level
description and operational concept.
ABS ID
ABS Title
Actors/Users

ABS-010
Intelligent Incident Management for Rail Communication Centres
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Railway Undertaking (RU)
Rail Communication Centre (RCC)
High Level Description
The aim of this ABS is to provide Rail Communication Centres with an integrated picture of rail
incidents and with tools to understand, summarise and disseminate the right information to
their railway stakeholders and passengers.
The mission of the Rail Communication Centres (RCC) is to gather latest rail incident
information from IMs and RUs, process and augment it with relevant data and translate it to
passenger-facing formats for dissemination. Hence, the RCC operators need to handle data
from a variety of sources which is a monotonous and time-consuming task. Furthermore, what
makes it difficult is the task of tracking incidents as they develop. This requires the operators
to maintain the operational view over several parts of the railway and correlating the data
manually, which makes their job more complex.
Additionally, often the RCC may completely take the responsibility of the Railway Undertaking
or Infrastructure Manager to disseminate the information to passengers. This requires the RCC
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operators to quickly familiarise themselves with the nature of the affected rail services to
provide the right targeted information to the travellers. Overall, the RCC may have national
coverage which means the operators may have to take responsibility for various geographical
areas depending on demand. At this large scale, the RCC’s priority is on new or significantly
changing incidents which they need to communicate to the passengers.
Integration of the aforementioned data sources under one operational view is the first step to
enhancing the data-driven operations of the RCC. With the right information at hand, the
operators would be able to focus on understanding the issue and pursuing the optimal
response action rather than searching for data.
Primary Mission
The primary mission of this ABS is to provide the RCC operators with timely and accurate rail
incident information, enabling them to focus on processing and disseminating the right
information instead of searching and monitoring disparate data streams.
Benefits
Rail Communicating Centre:
 Reduced effort to identify rail incidents
 Increased timeliness of incident identification
 Reduced effort to gather incident contextual information
Infrastructure Managers and Railway Undertakings:
 Reduced effort to relay rail incident updates to the RCC
 More timely and accurate information for passengers
 Improved passenger satisfaction (from reduced disruption impact and better passenger
information)

Table 4-20 Intelligent Incident Management for Rail Communication Centres

4.7.1 Use case 010.1: Rail Incident Identification
Within the ABS “Intelligent Incident Management for Rail Communication Centres” a use case is
defined to show how a system can support operators in prioritising what incidents to
communicate about. Table 4-21 below includes the description of this use case.
UC ID
Title
Actors

Output
GA881791
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UC-010.1
Rail Incident Identification
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Railway Undertaking (RU)
Rail Communication Centre (RCC)
Prioritised and visualised rail incidents
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Input

Rail incident information (from RUs and IMs)
Raw rail data feeds
Base-line Description
This use case aims to increase the RCC operators’ efficiency and speed of gathering and
analysing rail incident data received from RUs, IMs as well as rail open data sources.
The ABS will integrate selected data inputs within one operational view, visualising the
scope as well as severity of rail incident (based on factors such as time, length, affected
location, No. of services, etc; as proxies for incident impact). This will shift the RCC
operators’ attention to high integrity incident information instead of raw, un-processed
inputs from data feeds.
Notably, for incidents which have been registered during the day, the focus will be to
identify any new data to update the status of these incidents, for onward communication to
stakeholders, prioritising those where the situation has changed most significantly. For
example, RCC operators should be notified when the severity of a particular incident
increases or decreases more than other incidents, since the last update. This is particularly
important for RCCs which may have a large geographical coverage and need to be able to
distinguish between relatively small-scale updates to incidents and more significant updates
to incidents, to prioritise what should be communicated to the passengers first.
Additionally, the ABS will aim to provide incident tracking tools to reduce some of the
cognitive load imposed on RCC operators to ‘manually’ correlate new incident information
with current status of the railway. This would greatly simplify the task of updating incident
information, after an incident is initially spotted. Both the prioritisation of the incidents and
all incident information will be visualised for the users on the HMI. Furthermore, the ABS
could explore automating the dissemination tasks, currently carried out by the operators
across several disjoint systems (such as social media and websites).
Steps/actions/flowcharts
The diagram shows the flow of data and its transition to information (incidents) and insights
(UI).
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Actors
Infrastructure Managers and Railway Undertakings



Responsible for providing relevant rail incident-related information
Responsible for disseminating disruption information to passengers (mostly RUs)

Rail Communicating Centre


Responsible for collecting, processing and disseminating rail incident information to IMs,
RUs and the passengers



Data Register
Scheduled Timetable (DC-001 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])
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Target Timetable (DC-002 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])
Audited Timetable (DC-004 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])
Rail Incidents (DC-008 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])

Result
Comprehensive and up-to-date picture of incidents across the rail network with tools to
support incident information dissemination.
Related KPIs
Shift2Rail Capability:
#7 Low cost railway solutions: The time saving and significantly reduced level of effort from
the Rail Communicating Centre staff increase the competitiveness of this railway
organisation (e.g. by reducing the need to employ extra staff to accommodate increasing
demand). The use of existing data feeds means that this valuable improvement could be
provided without major investment and implementation costs.
#10 Stations and Smart City Mobility: This use case will enable more timely and accurate rail
service information dissemination increasing passenger mobility. This will also enable
Railway Undertakings to react accordingly through their station information systems.
Shift2Rail KPIs:
50% increase in reliability, leading to improved quality of services: The ability to identify
incidents and disseminate the information quickly will enable faster response both from IMs
and RUs as well as passengers directly. This means better opportunity to mitigate impacts
on rail services as well as reduced impact on passengers due to greater mobility.
Table 4-21 Rail Incident Identification

4.8 Asset prioritisation according to criticality and mitigation of service
interruption
This Advanced Business Service is a new addition in D14.2 exploring how assets can be prioritised
according to criticality to prioritise maintenance activities and inform the Travel Service
Providers of asset availability. Table 4-22 below includes the Advanced Business Service high
level description and operational concept.
ABS ID
ABS Title

ABS-011
Asset prioritisation according to criticality and mitigation of service
interruptions
Actors/Users
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Maintenance Manager (MM)
Service Provider(SP)
High Level Description
This Advanced Business Service is aimed at providing the prioritisation of the assets to be
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maintained. The prioritisation criteria are based on the asset condition and criticality aspects.
The criticality is evaluated as the consequence that the asset failure may have on train service.

The main focus is supporting the Infrastructure manager in making decisions on maintenance
intervention with the final goal of minimising service interruption due to critical failure. The
prioritisation model uses the input from the asset status forecasting, based on data from
monitoring system.
The data exchange between two different services allows: on one hand the Infrastructure
manager to know the train passages in the different sections of the line; on the other hand the
service provider is informed about the status of the line.
Primary Mission
The primary mission of the Advanced Business Service is to ensure:



Support to the infrastructure manager in making decision on asset management
Mitigation of service interruptions due to critical failure

Benefits
Benefit to Maintenance Manager


By receiving an ordered list of the asset to be maintained from the prioritisation process, the
Maintenance Manager can make decision regarding the maintenance intervention to be
performed.

Benefit to Infrastructure Manager
 The Infrastructure Manager can have a clear view of the status of the line understanding which are
the critical assets.

Benefit to Service Provider
 The reduction of service interruptions due to critical failure and increase of service availability.
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Table 4-22 Asset prioritisation according to criticality and mitigation of service interruptions

4.8.1 Use Case 011.1: Track Circuit criticality and impact on train service
Within the ABS “Asset prioritisation according to criticality and mitigation of service
interruptions” a use case is defined to show how track circuit criticality can be combined with
live track circuit data can be used to prioritise a list of track circuit maintenance interventions.
Table 4-23 below includes the description of this use case.

UC ID
Title
Actors

UC-011.1
Track Circuit criticality and impact on train service
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Maintenance Manager (MM)
Service Provider(SP)
Output
List of prioritised maintenance interventions according to asset
criticality
Input
Data Analytics on asset status
Train frequency
Network structure and asset position
Expert knowledge on asset importance
Past failure and maintenance interventions
Type of maintenance activity
Base-line Description
This use cases evaluates the impact that track circuits failure may have on train service.
Anomalies related to different track circuits are detected by the anomaly detection model
based on data analytics.
The Maintenance Manager receives this information and has to make a decision regarding the
interventions to be done and their priority. The ABS will support the operator in the
identification of the most urgent action to be performed, according to track circuit relevance
for train circulation.
The Infrastructure Manager will increase its awareness about the status of the line and the
Service Provider can be informed about line sections availability.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
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Actors
Infrastructure Manager (IM): The entity responsible for the railway network.
Maintenance Manager (MM): The entity responsible for organising the maintenance activities
on the line
Service Provider (SP): The entity responsible for providing train service to passengers
Data Register
Input data from maintenance operator and network structure:







Data on Track Circuit position (see DC-025 in section 5.1)
Expert knowledge on Track Circuit importance (see DC-002 in section 5.1)
Track Circuit false occupancy (see DC-026 in section 5.2)
Past maintenance intervention (see DC-026 in section 5.2)
Data on service interruptions due to Track Circuit failures (see DC-026 in section 5.2)
Types of maintenance intervention related to Track Circuit anomalies (see DC-026 in section 5.2)

Input data from Data Analytics:



Track Circuit anomaly detection (see DC-024 in section 5)
Number of parameters out of thresholds (see DC-024 in section 5)

KPIs from infrastructure manager and service provider.
Result



Prioritised list of Track Circuit Maintenance Intervention
Information on-line availability
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Information on Track Circuit status

Related KPIs
Shift2Rail Capabilities:
#4 More Value from Data: This Use case will increase the value being gained from data related
to asset status
#8 Guaranteed asset health and availability: Optimised maintenance keeps the railway
continuously open
#12 Rapid and Reliable R&I delivery: This Use Case is aimed at the rapid integration of
technology as a proof of concept to validate and then deliver a system in use in the market.
Shift2Rail KPIs:
50% increase in reliability, leading to improved quality of services: Reliable asset status
nowcasting and forecasting boost predictive maintenance and reduce unexpected
maintenance interventions.
30% Reduction in LCC: Reduction of recurring operational costs for maintenance due to better
planned maintenance activities taking into account cost and risks.
100% Capacity Increase: Predictive maintenance planning reduces down-time required for
inspection and due to unexpected failures.
Table 4-23 Track Circuit criticality and impact on train service

4.9 Agent-based Modelling to evaluate Asset Criticality
This Advanced Business Service is a continuation of CONCEPT-038 from Appendix B of
Deliverable 14.1 [REF 3]. Table 4-24 below includes the Advanced Business Service high level
description and operational concept.
ABS ID
ABS Title
Actors/Users

ABS-012
Agent-based Modelling to evaluate Asset Criticality
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
High Level Description
Asset criticality, here defined as the potential impact of an asset failure on the train services, is
a key input into the design of asset maintenance strategy. In a static condition (i.e. when the
timetable is approximately the same), IMs and their maintenance teams are familiar with the
key assets on their network and optimise their approach accordingly. However, this approach
can quickly become sub-optimal when the Target Timetable (i.e. modified during the day)
changes.
A timetable change can result in a significant difference in the criticality of assets. For example,
a failure of a point machine on one line, and the associated change to the timetable, may
result in an increase in the criticality of the point machines on the routes which are alternative
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to the affected one, as they now support new services (or existing services which are likely
temporarily carrying an increased number of passengers). Hence, there is a need for the
capability of dynamic asset criticality assessment, based on the Target Timetable.
Computational assessment of asset criticality requires a model of the railway infrastructure
and its interaction with train services. However, the complexity of interactions on the railway
network makes it virtually impossible to create a top-down analytical model with the aim of
gaining practical insight into the relation between asset failures and train service impacts. As
an alternative, the comprehensive model can be approximated with a numerical technique
and broken down into two components:
a) ‘the model’: physical network model including geographical distribution of assets (such
as point machines)
b) ‘the agents’: train services described by characteristics such as train speeds, driver
behaviour with defined rules of interaction with ‘the model’
This approach, called ‘Agent-based Modelling’ (ABM) hereafter, allows for the simulation of
the network (i.e. running the agents within the model) and the following study of emergent
behaviour.
In the context of asset criticality, ABM can be augmented with a failure of a particular
infrastructure asset (e.g. point machine, axle counter, etc) and the effect studied over the
continued simulation of the agent behaviour across the modelled network. The overall impact
on the performance of the simulated train services could provide a useful input into the
evaluation of the criticality of the ‘failed’ asset. The information could in turn be used to
optimise the maintenance strategy by re-prioritising maintenance services according to more
accurate estimation of asset criticality. The end result would be reduced impact of asset failure
on train services (assuming other factors, such as overall maintenance effort, remain
unchanged).
Primary Mission
The primary mission of this ABS is to provide a better estimate of asset criticality to optimise
maintenance strategy, using ABM.
Benefits
Infrastructure Manager:
 Better information on asset criticality (used to optimise maintenance strategy and/or other
processes)



Better awareness of the scope of impact of asset failure (location, affected train services,
severity)

Table 4-24 Agent-based Modelling to evaluate Asset Criticality
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4.9.1 Use case 012.1: Optimise maintenance strategy based on asset
criticality
Within the ABS “Agent-based Modelling to evaluate Asset Criticality” a use case is defined to
show how an agent based simulation can be used to assess the criticality of assets based on the
approximated impact of their failure relative to other asset failures. Table 4-25 below includes
the description of this use case.

UC ID
Title
Actors
Output
Input

UC-012.1
Optimise maintenance strategy based on asset criticality
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Improved asset criticality information
Network and train service characteristics
Base-line Description
The objective of this use case is to provide assessment of asset criticality based on a Target
Timetable, with the aim of influencing maintenance strategy.
The ABM will approximate the network model (track and assets location), train ‘agent’
characteristics (average train speeds, behaviour at junctions, etc) as well as the rules of
interaction between the train and the railway assets (e.g. if a point machine on the route
has failed, the agent must find an alternative route to destination). Then the following
simulations are run:
1. A Target Timetable will be imposed, and the simulation of train run times will be run
without asset failures, to calculate the baseline value of an objective function, i.e. the KPI
which is to be minimised (e.g. sum of delays, number of passengers affected, etc).
2. Next, a selected asset will be put into a failed state and the simulation will be re-run, again
calculating the new value of the objective function.
3. This will be repeated for all the assets in scope of the criticality assessment.

The comparison of the objective function values will then allow for comparison of asset
criticality between the assets – i.e. the asset with highest expected sum of delays would
have the highest criticality.
In principle, this process can be repeated for a new Target Timetable to provide a dynamic
assessment of criticality to the maintenance teams. When the distribution of ‘criticality’
changes significantly as a result of an updated Target Timetable, this data can be visualised
on a dashboard to inform maintainers and the maintenance strategy optimised to focus on
the new set of most critical assets. In the case when any of these assets fail, the
maintenance team would be better prepared to attend to a service-affecting failure, which
reduces the overall impact on the train services.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
Diagram illustrates the key inputs and outputs of the ABM.
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Agent
Model

Network
Model

Target
Timetable

Run Network
Simulations for
failed assets in
scope (loop for each
asset at a time)

Criticality
evaluation
for assets in
scope
Beyond use case scope

Optimise
maintenance
strategy

Actors
Infrastructure Manager



Responsible for re-routing of services in disruption (i.e. setting the Target Timetable)
Responsible for asset maintenance

Data Register



Target Timetable (DC-002 in FINE-2 Deliverable 14.1[REF 3])
Scheduled Timetable (for baseline asset criticality evaluation) (DC-001 in FINE-2 Deliverable
14.1[REF 3])

Result
The key result of this use case is the information about asset criticality based on up-to-date
Target Timetable.
Related KPIs
Shift2Rail Capability:
#6 Service timed to the second: The up-to-date asset criticality information enables
maintainers to allocate resources more efficiently, focusing on assets whose failures would
have the most significant impact to rail services.
Shift2Rail KPIs:
50% increase in reliability, leading to improved quality of services: Maintenance strategy
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optimised using up-to-date asset criticality assessments reduces the impact of assets on rail
services. Hence, the reliability of services improves.
Table 4-25 Optimise maintenance strategy based on asset criticality

4.10 Cascading Failure Analysis
This Advanced Business Service is a new addition in D14.2 exploring how a cascading failure
model can be used to assess the criticality of assets such as rail lines and train services. Table
4-26 below includes the Advanced Business Service high level description and operational
concept.
ABS ID
ABS Title
Actors/Users

ABS-013
Cascading Failure Analysis
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
High Level Description
Modelling the railway as a system of interconnected parts provides the opportunity to
understand the impacts of component failures to the system as a whole. Failures within a
system of interconnected parts can trigger failures of other parts which can in turn affect
further parts. This process is known as a cascading failure. This often happens when one
component fails and other components are overloaded to compensate for this failed
component; reducing their effectiveness and possibly accelerating their own failures.
This phenomenon can be seen in various parts of the railway, whether a failing asset causes
other assets to be used more and increase the risk of failing, a failed train or station causes
overloading of neighbouring services, or a closed route causes overloading of adjacent routes
reducing the quality of affected services.
Understanding the cascading failures effects means an operator can understand where their
attention and extra resources are needed when a failure occurs. It provides better knowledge
of the most critical assets and contingency plans ahead of time to deal with the most critical
failures.
These systems are modelled as graphs using a set of nodes and a set of edges, which link the
nodes together. These nodes and edges can be used to convey different types of information,
not restricted purely to physical topologies. By failing either a node or an edge in this graph,
the effect on the surrounding nodes and edges can be modelled.
This ABS utilises cascading failure models and different data sources available to understand
the impact of failed or partially available nodes or edges in a system on surrounding nodes for
different use cases.
This is explored through two use cases:
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Line closures and the increased loading of passengers onto adjacent and surrounding lines
caused by the closure.



Train failures and the increased passenger loading to surrounding services on the network.

This output can be used to understand which lines or services become the most critical before
and after a failure has occurred.
Primary Mission
 Use live or historical data to provide and understanding of the impact of failures to nodes
within the rail system.



Understand what assets become most critical to operation once a failure occurs.

Benefits
Infrastructure Manager:
 Data based evidence on where resources and efforts should be focussed when failures occur.
 Data based evidence on which assets are the most critical in the rail system.
Table 4-26 Cascading Failure Analysis

4.10.1

Use Case 013.1: Line closure effects on passenger loading.

Within the ABS “Cascading Failure Analysis” two use cases are explored in further detail. The first
is how cascading failure analysis can be used to explore the effect on passenger load distribution
during a line closure. Table 4-27 below includes the description of this use case.
UC ID
Title
Actors
Output

UC-013.1
Line closure effects on passenger loading.
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Passenger Load distribution between surrounding lines during a line
closure and the criticality of those lines.
Input
Passenger Loading Data
Line Closures
Base-line Description
Cascading failure models enable us to assess the impact of failures on other parts of an
interconnected system. In this use case, such a model is used with the aim of investigating
the impact of a line closure, with respect to the passenger loading that is then pushed upon
other lines that are still functioning. This allows us to see which lines are overloaded.
This use case is focussing on passenger numbers using the lines, rather than train services as
the goal of the passenger rail is to get passengers from origin to destination and this
information can inform multiple factors of the services that are then used on these lines to
respond to increases or decreases in passenger loading.
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In this use case, nodes can be used to represent the routes available throughout the
network and the connections between nodes represent alternative routes available
generated from a network model. Weighting can reflect the probability of the alternative
routes being used. This could be calculated by a combination of historical passenger loading
data, and operator experience.
Live passenger data can provide the nodes (routes) with current passenger loading
information to see the effect of a failure in the live system. Alternatively, historical
passenger loading data could be used to run scenarios for different times of the day. Routes
can be assigned a capacity for the number of passengers they can transport to give a better
idea of when lines are overloaded.
The model can be used to simulate failures of nodes (representing routes), and simulating
the distribution of the load throughout alternative routes and the effect this has. This can
be used to identify, and display to the operators, which routes become critical during
incidents, as well as anticipating how to manage the demand put on each route.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
Passenger Loading
Data

Calculate
Alternative Routes

Possessions

Historical
Passenger
Loading Data
storage

Calculate
alternative route
usage probabilities

Run Cascading Failure
Scenario with selected line
closure(s). Can be looped for
different failures

Passenger Load
Distribution

Route Criticality
Ranking

Operator knowledge and
past experience of
alternative route usage

Actors
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Infrastructure Manager: The entity responsible for the railway network.
Data Register



Possessions (DC-016 from D14.1 [REF 3])
Passenger Loading (DC-021 from D14.1 [REF 3])

Result
Passenger Load distribution between lines during a line closure and the criticality of those
lines.
Related KPIs
Shift2Rail Capability:
#4 More Value from Data: This ABS utilises the data available about passenger loading,
planned line closures and the network routes in combination to gain greater insights than
the data individually. Proving information to inform the operator’s response to line closures
and to prioritise the most critical lines.
Shift2Rail KPIs:
50% increase in reliability, leading to improved quality of services: By better understanding
the impact on passengers of line closures, the operators can create contingency plans and
plans in the moment to better address the needs of the passengers and provide improved
quality of services.
Table 4-27 Line closure effects on passenger loading.

4.10.2
Use Case 013.2: Train cancellation effects on passenger
loading.
The second use case within the ABS “Cascading Failure Analysis” shows how cascading failure
analysis can be used to understand the effects of train cancellations on passenger loading of
other services. Table 4-28 below includes the description of this use case.
UC ID
Title
Actors
Output

UC-013.2
Train cancellation effects on passenger loading
Infrastructure Manager (IM)
Passenger Load distribution between services resulting from a train
cancellation and the criticality of those services.
Input
Passenger Loading Data
Line Closures
Base-line Description
Cascading failure models enable us to assess the impact of failures on other parts of an
interconnected system. The aim of this use case is to evaluate the impact of a train failure
or service cancellation, with respect to the passenger loading that is then pushed upon
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other train services that are still functioning. This enables us to see which train services will
be overloaded due to the distribution of passengers for the missing service and how long
until this excess of passengers has been reduced.
Understanding whether train services will be affected by passenger overloading after a
different train service is cancelled or fails and how long this overloading will last enables the
operators to respond appropriately. This ensures the highest quality service for passengers
possible while minimising the expense on extra resources or alternative travel if it will not
be required.
In this use case, nodes can be used to represent the train services available throughout the
network and the connections between nodes represent alternative services passengers will
likely used if the train service fails. Weighting can reflect the probability of the alternative
services being used. This could be calculated by a combination of historical passenger
loading data and operator experience.
Live passenger data can provide the nodes (train services) with current passenger loading
they are experiencing to see the effect of a failure in the live system. Alternatively, historical
passenger loading data could be used to run scenarios for different times of the day. The
train services are assigned a defined capacity to understand when the service is overloaded,
causing further knock-on effects.
The model can be used to fail a node (representing a train service) and simulate the
distribution of the passenger load throughout alternative services and the effects this has. If
the capacity of train services is full or close to full, this could affect many services after the
cancelled or failed train. This can be used to identify, and display to the operators, which
service become critical during incidents, as well as anticipating how to manage the demand
put on each route and whether further resourcing is required to ease the problem e.g. extra
services, extra carriages or alternative recommended travel.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
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Passenger Loading
Data

Scheduled
Timetable

Target Timetable

Historical
Passenger
Loading Data
storage

Calculate
alternative service
usage probabilities

Run Cascading Failure
Scenario with selected train
cancellations. Can be looped
for different services.

Passenger Load
Distribution

Service Criticality
Ranking

Operator knowledge and
past experience of
alternative service usage

Actors
Infrastructure Manager: The entity responsible for the railway network.
Data Register




Scheduled Timetable (DC-001 from D14.1 [REF 3])
Target Timetable (DC-002 from D14.1 [REF 3])
Passenger Loading (DC-021 from D14.1 [REF 3])

Result
Passenger Load distribution between services resulting from a train cancellation and the
criticality of those services.
Related KPIs
Shift2Rail Capability:
#4 More Value from Data: This ABS utilises the data available about passenger loading,
schedule updates and the base timetable in combination to gain greater insights than the
data individually. Proving information to inform the operator’s response to train
cancellations and to prioritise the most critical resulting services.
Shift2Rail KPIs:
50% increase in reliability, leading to improved quality of services: By better understanding
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the impact on passengers of train cancellations, the operators can create contingency plans
and plans in the moment to better address the needs of the passengers and provide
improved quality of services.
Table 4-28 Train cancellation effects on passenger loading
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4.11 Shift2Rail KPIs and Capabilities
Table 4-29 below summarises the Shift2Rail KPI’s met by the ABS Concepts in this Deliverable.
Use Case vs.
KPI
100% increase in rail
capacity, leading to increased
user demand;
50% increase in reliability,
leading to improved quality
of services;
50% reduction in life-cycle
costs, leading to enhanced
competitiveness;
Removal of remaining
technical obstacles holding
back the rail sector in terms
of interoperability and
efficiency;
Reduction of negative
externalities linked to railway
transport, in particular noise,
vibrations, emissions and
other environmental impacts.

ABS-001
UC001.1

UC001.2

ABS-003
UC003.1

UC003.2

ABS-004
UC003.3

UC004.4

UC004.5

ABS-005
UC005.1

UC005.2

ABS-009
UC009.1

UC009.2

ABS010
UC010.1

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

X

x

x

x
x

x

X

ABS011
UC011.1

ABS012
UC012.1

UC013.1

UC013.2

x

x

x

ABS-013

x

X

Table 4-29 KPI's met by ABS use cases
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Table 4-30 below summarises the Shift2Rail capabilities met by the ABS Concepts in this Deliverable.

Use Case vs.
Capability

ABSABS-001
ABS-003
ABS-004
ABS-005
006
ABS-009
UCUCUCUCUCUCUCUCUCUCUCUC001.1 001.2 003.1 003.2 003.3 004.4 004.5 005.1 005.2 006.1 009.1 009.2

#1 ATO
#2 MaaS
#3 Logistics on Demand
#4 More Value from Data
#5 Optimum energy use
#6 Service timed to the
second
#7 Low cost railway
solutions
#8 Guaranteed asset health
and availability
#9 Intelligent Trains
#10 Stations and Smart City
Mobility
#11 Environmental and
Social Sustainability
#12 Rapid and Reliable R&I
delivery

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x
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ABS-013
UCUC013.1 013.2

x
x

x

x

ABS012
UC012.1

x

x

x

ABS011
UC011.1

x

Table 4-30 Shift2Rail capabilities met by ABS use cases
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ABS010
UC010.1

x

5 Integration Layer Data Structure Requirements
This section includes data structures required for the ABS use cases described in this document that were not included in section 7 of Work Package
14 Deliverable 14.1. A full updated list of the Integration Layer Data Structure Requirements for all ABS Concepts can be seen in Appendix B.
Data
Data Category
Description
Related ABS Concepts and Use S2R IL Requirements
Category
Cases
ID
DC-001
Scheduled Timetable
This is the defined timetable of train
ABS-009 UC-009.1 ‘Live
The Shift2Rail IL data
services for the current day of operation. It Performance Measures, UCrequirements for Scheduled
is generally produced as a long-term plan
009.2 ‘Repeated Delay Root
Timetable data have been
with shorter term updates before the day of Cause Analysis’
defined in X2Rail-2 Deliverable
operation. This is used as the based plan for ABS-010 UC-010.1 ‘Rail
6.1 “System Requirement
the current day of operation.
Incident Identification’
Specification (SRS) for the
ABS-012 UC-012.1 ‘Optimise
Integration Layer” REF 5 Section
maintenance strategy based
8.2.1.2 “Data related to Train
on asset criticality’
Timetable”.
ABS-013 UC-013.2 ‘Train
cancellation effects on
passenger loading’
DC-002
Target Timetable
This is the timetable of the train that is
ABS-009 UC-009.1 ‘Live
The Shift2Rail IL data
modified during the day of operation when Performance Measures, UCrequirements for Target
changes are required due to unscheduled
009.2 ‘Repeated Delay Root
Timetable data have been
events or traffic needs. This may include
Cause Analysis’
defined in X2Rail-2 Deliverable
cancellations, re-routing, changes to
ABS-010 UC-010.1 ‘Rail
6.1 “System Requirement
planned stops, updated times dwell times
Incident Identification’
Specification (SRS) for the
and other updates. This is the target
ABS-012 UC-012.1 ‘Optimise
Integration Layer” REF 5 Section
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timetable while the train is running.

maintenance strategy based
on asset criticality’
ABS-013 UC-013.2 ‘Train
cancellation effects on
passenger loading’
ABS-009 UC-009.1 ‘Live
Performance Measures, UC009.2 ‘Repeated Delay Root
Cause Analysis’
ABS-010 UC-010.1 ‘Rail
Incident Identification’

8.2.1.2 “Data related to Train
Timetable”.

DC-004

Audited Timetable

This shows the actual times when trains
have arrived, departed and passed through
locations.

DC-009

Bus Timetable

This shows the planned arrivals and
departures of busses at stops.

ABS-010 UC-010.1 ‘Rail
Incident Identification’

DC-016

Possessions

This is the data for possessions required for
maintenance work and access to the track.

ABS-013 UC-013.1 ‘Line closure The Shift2Rail IL data
effects on passenger loading.’
requirements for Possessions
data have been defined in X2Rail2 Deliverable 6.1 “System
Requirement Specification (SRS)
for the Integration Layer” REF 5
Section 8.6 “Possessions”.

DC-021

Passenger Loading

This details the current occupancy vs

ABS-013 UC-013.1 ‘Line closure This is defined in Section Error!
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The Shift2Rail IL data
requirements for Audited
Timetable data have been
defined in X2Rail-2 Deliverable
6.1 “System Requirement
Specification (SRS) for the
Integration Layer” REF 5 Section
8.2.1.2 “Data related to Train
Timetable”.
This is defined in Section 5.1 of
D14.1 [REF 3]

capacity of train services.

DC-024

Data on Track Circuit
status from Data
Analytics

These are data from Track Circuit
monitoring systems. They are processed
through Data Analytics methodologies and
represent an input for ABS.
These data allow to understand the status
of the Track Circuit and are an essential
element in predicting possible maintenance
operations before the asset breaks down.

DC-025

Data on network
structure

DC-026

Historical data on
track circuit failure
and impact on service

These data are used by ABS as input to
determine the criticality based on the
position of the Track Circuit (e.g. main line
or track end)
These data are used by ABS as input to
determine the criticality based on the past
Track Circuit failures and the impacts that
these failures may have on the service.

effects on passenger loading.’,
UC-013.2 ‘Train cancellation
effects on passenger loading’
ABS-011 Use Case UC-011.1
“Track Circuit criticality and
impact on train service”.

Reference source not found. of
D14.1 [REF 3].

ABS-011 Use Case UC-011.1
“Track Circuit criticality and
impact on train service”.

This is defined in Section 5.1
below.

ABS-011 Use Case UC-011.1
“Track Circuit criticality and
impact on train service”.

This is defined in Section 5.2
below.

The Shift2Rail IL data
requirements for Data on Track
Circuit status from Data Analytics
have been defined in the
In2Smart Deliverable 8.2
“Anomalies detection prototype
and validation reports” REF 5
Section 4.4.2.1 “Exploited data”.

Table 5-1 Integration Layer Data Structure Requirements for newly described ABS concepts
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5.1 DC-025 Data on network structure
This is the data that identify the position of the Track Circuit along the line

Attribute
Track circuit position
Expert knowledge on Track
Circuit importance

Data on network structure
Attribute Description
Data related to the position
of the asset on the line
Data that define the
importance of the asset in
relation to their position in
the network

Admitted Values
Alphanumeric
Alphanumeric

Table 5-2: Data on network structure

5.2 DC-026 Historical data on track circuit failure and impact on service
This is the data related to the failure of Track Circuits and the possible impacts that these failures
may have on the service.
Historical data on track circuit failure and impact on service
Attribute
Attribute Description
Admitted Values
Track circuit failures
Historical data on track
DateTime
circuit failures
Track circuit false occupancy
Historical data on track
DateTime
circuit false occupancy
Impact on service
Attribute that describes the
Alphanumeric
impact that a failure may
have on service (number of
involved passengers, number
of involved trains)
Past maintenance
Maintenance interventions
DateTime
interventions
carried out on each Track
Circuit up to the analysis date
Table 5-3: Historical data on track circuit failure and impact on service
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6 Conclusion
The aim of this report was to document the operational concepts and use cases of a set of
Advanced Business Services that assist Traffic Management Operations and explore the
modelling and exploitation of asset criticality. 10 Advanced Business Service operational
concepts and 17 use cases have been developed and included in this Deliverable.
Seven of these Advanced Business Services focus primarily on contributing to a transport
network with improved traffic management. This includes:








Integration between Traffic Management Systems (TMS) and Stock and Crew Management
Systems to enable both systems to be informed of operational and resourced based delays.
A Driver Advisory System connected to TMS to provide driving advice that is continuously aligned
with the latest plan and providing greater regulation abilities within TMS.
Integrating data from multiple modes of transport to better manage incidents in a local multimodal network.
Reacting to external stimuli such as weather in a more timely and accurate manner.
Providing improved accuracy of passenger information directly from TMS.
Providing improved live performance analytics and historical analysis of performance data to
create improved live KPI’s and detect recurring problems inherent in the system.
Provide better management of incident communication to passengers in a large-scale network.

A further three Advanced Business Services use models to identify critical assets and exploit this
knowledge to improve asset management strategies, maintenance strategies, and support traffic
management decisions in both the long and short term. These include:




Prioritising maintenance interventions based on asset criticality.
Using agent based modelling to simulate and assess the impact of asset failures on the network.
Using cascading failure modelling to assess the impact of line closures and train cancellations on
passenger flows.

Seven of the Advanced Business Services described have their origins in the FINE-2 Deliverable
D14.1, with 3 new ABS additions in this Deliverable. Any data required by the ABS use cases not
specified in D14.1 has been included in Section 5.
FINE-2 WP15 will use this Deliverable as an input into Tasks 15.1 and 15.2 where initial Proof of
Concepts for Advanced Business Services are developed. As WP14 and WP15 combine to form a
3 year project new Advanced Business Service concepts may be generated as WP15 progresses.
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8 Appendices
8.1 Appendix A - ABS and use case list
Table 8-1 below includes the full list of ABS concepts and Use Cases explored in Work Package
14.
Use Case
ABS ID
ABS Title
Use Case Title
ID

ABS-001

Traffic Management and Stock and
Crew Integration
Note: ABS-001 and ABS-002 from
D14.1 have been combined into one
ABS concept.

ABS-003

Connected Driver Advisory System

ABS-004

Multi-Modal Operating Centre

ABS-005

Automated Weather Response

ABS-008

TMS Powering Passenger
Information Systems
Automated Possession and
Restriction Loading into TMS
Passenger Driven Decisions

ABS-009

Rail Performance Analytics

ABS-006
ABS-007

ABS-010
ABS-011
ABS-012

Intelligent Incident Management for
Rail Communication Centres
Asset prioritisation according to
criticality and mitigation of service
interruption
Agent-based Modelling to evaluate
Asset Criticality

UC-001.1

UC-001.2
UC-003.1
UC-003.2
UC-003.3
UC-004.1
UC-004.2
UC-005.1
UC-005.2
UC-006.1

Resource caused delays affecting the
traffic management plan
Train Regulation using C-DAS
Change in stopping schedule
Temporary Speed Restriction Updates
Transport incident identification
Transport incident management
Automated Speed Restrictions
Forecasted Speed Restrictions
TMS Forecasts for Passenger
Information

N/A

N/A

N/A
UC-009.1
UC-009.2

N/A
Live Performance Measures
Repeated Delay Root Cause Analysis

UC-010.1

Rail Incident Identification

UC-011.1

Track Circuit criticality and impact on
train service

UC-012.1
UC-013.1

ABS-013

Operational delays in TMS affect crew
and rolling stock plans.

Cascading Failure Analysis
UC-013.2

Optimise maintenance strategy based
on asset criticality
Line closure effects on passenger
loading.
Train cancellation effects on passenger
loading

Table 8-1 Full list of ABS concepts and Use Cases
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8.2 Appendix B - Updated table of Integration Layer Data Structure Requirements
Table 8-2 below shows the full list of data requirements defined in both D14.1 [REF 3] and this Deliverable, D14.2.
Data
Category
ID
DC-001

Data Category

Description

Related ABS Concepts

S2R IL Requirements

Scheduled Timetable

This is the defined timetable of
train services for the current day of
operation. It is generally produced
as a long-term plan with shorter
term updates before the day of
operation. This is used as the based
plan for the current day of
operation.

The Shift2Rail IL data requirements for
Scheduled Timetable data have been
defined in X2Rail-2 Deliverable 6.1
“System Requirement Specification (SRS)
for the Integration Layer” REF 5 Section
8.2.1.2 “Data related to Train
Timetable”.

DC-002

Target Timetable

This is the timetable of the train
that is modified during the day of
operation when changes are
required due to unscheduled

ABS-001 Traffic Management and Stock
and Crew Integration
ABS-003 Connected Driver Advisory
System
ABS-004 Multi-Modal Operating Centre
ABS-006 TMS powering Passenger
Information Systems
ABS-009 Rail Performance Analytics
ABS-010 Intelligent Incident
Management for Rail Communication
Centres
ABS-012 Agent-based Modelling to
evaluate Asset Criticality
ABS-013 Cascading Failure Analysis
ABS-001 Traffic Management and Stock
and Crew Integration
ABS-003 Connected Driver Advisory
System

GA881791
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The Shift2Rail IL data requirements for
Target Timetable data have been
defined in X2Rail-2 Deliverable 6.1
“System Requirement Specification (SRS)

events or traffic needs. This may
include cancellations, re-routing,
changes to planned stops, updated
times dwell times and other
updates. This is the target
timetable while the train is running.

DC-003

Train Forecast

Train forecast is the estimated time
of arrival and departure of a train
at timetable locations based on the
current status of the train, traffic,
infrastructure and target timetable.

DC-004

Audited Timetable

This shows the actual times when
trains have arrived, departed and
passed through locations.

DC-005

Infrastructure

These are speed restrictions that

GA881791

ABS-004 Multi-Modal Operating Centre
ABS-006 TMS powering Passenger
Information Systems
ABS-009 Rail Performance Analytics
ABS-010 Intelligent Incident
Management for Rail Communication
Centres
ABS-012 Agent-based Modelling to
evaluate Asset Criticality
ABS-013 Cascading Failure Analysis
ABS-001 Traffic Management and Stock
and Crew Integration
ABS-003 Connected Driver Advisory
System
ABS-004 Multi-Modal Operating Centre
ABS-006 TMS powering Passenger
Information Systems
ABS-008 Passenger Driver Decisions
ABS-004 Multi-Modal Operating Centre
ABS-009 Rail Performance Analytics
ABS-010 Intelligent Incident
Management for Rail Communication
Centres

ABS-003 Connected Driver Advisory
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for the Integration Layer” REF 5 Section
8.2.1.2 “Data related to Train
Timetable”.

The Shift2Rail IL data requirements for
Train Forecast data have been defined in
X2Rail-2 Deliverable 6.1 “System
Requirement Specification (SRS) for the
Integration Layer” REF 5 Section 8.2.1.2
“Data related to Train Timetable”.

The Shift2Rail IL data requirements for
Audited Timetable data have been
defined in X2Rail-2 Deliverable 6.1
“System Requirement Specification (SRS)
for the Integration Layer” REF 5 Section
8.2.1.2 “Data related to Train
Timetable”.
The Shift2Rail IL data requirements for

Temporary Speed
Restrictions

apply to specific sections of
infrastructure, requiring a
maximum speed that is different to
the line speed for that section of
track. It may apply to trains within
specific categories only, such as
specific traction types.
This is a restriction applied to a
specific vehicle. This may be due to
a fault on the vehicle prohibiting
from reaching its normal maximum
speed.

System
ABS-005 Automated Weather Response
ABS-007 Automated Possession and
Restriction Loading into TMS

Temporary Speed Restrictions have
been defined in X2Rail-2 Deliverable 6.1
“System Requirement Specification (SRS)
for the Integration Layer” REF 5 Section
8.4 “Traffic Management System (TMS):
Temporary Speed Restrictions”.

ABS-003 Connected Driver Advisory
System

The Shift2Rail IL data requirements for
Vehicle Speed Restrictions data have
been defined in X2Rail-2 Deliverable 6.1
“System Requirement Specification (SRS)
for the Integration Layer” REF 5 Section
8.11.1.3.5 "Restriction”.

DC-006

Vehicle Speed
Restrictions

DC-007

Vehicle
Characteristics

These are the characteristics of
different vehicles including
information such as its maximum
speed, braking curve and tractive
effort curve.

ABS-003 Connected Driver Advisory
System

The Shift2Rail IL data requirements for
Vehicle Characteristics have been
defined in X2Rail-2 Deliverable 6.1
“System Requirement Specification (SRS)
for the Integration Layer” REF 5 Section
8.11.1.5 "VehicleCharacteristics”.

DC-008

Rail Incidents

These are rail incidents that are
used to track delays and timetable
changes related to a single cause.

This is defined in section Error!
Reference source not found. of D14.1
[REF 3]

DC-009

Bus Timetable

This shows the planned arrivals and

ABS-004 Multi-Modal Operating Centre
ABS-005 Automated Weather Response
ABS-006 TMS powering Passenger
Information Systems
ABS-004 Multi-Modal Operating Centre

GA881791
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This is defined in Section 5.1 of D14.1

departures of busses at stops.

ABS-010 Intelligent Incident
Management for Rail Communication
Centres
ABS-004 Multi-Modal Operating Centre

DC-010

Bus Forecast

This shows the predicted arrivals
and departures of Buses at stops.

DC-011

Road Incidents

ABS-004 Multi-Modal Operating Centre

DC-012

Weather Control
Instruction

DC-013

Current Weather

These are road incidents that are
used to track congestion and road
timetable changes related to a
single cause.
These are the weather conditions
that trigger operating restrictions.
This must include geographic
boundaries of both the detected
weather condition and the applied
operating restriction.
This is the data for actual weather
readings that have been measure.

DC-014

Weather Forecast

This is the weather forecast for
specific locations.

GA881791

[REF 3]

This is defined in Section Error!
Reference source not found. of D14.1
[REF 3]
This is defined in Section Error!
Reference source not found. of D14.1
[REF 3]

ABS-005 Automated Weather Response

This is defined in Section Error!
Reference source not found. of D14.1
[REF 3]

ABS-005 Automated Weather Response

The Shift2Rail IL data requirements for
the current weather data have been
defined in X2Rail-2 Deliverable 6.1
“System Requirement Specification (SRS)
for the Integration Layer” REF 5 Section
8.15.1.1.1 “Weather information”.

ABS-005 Automated Weather Response

This is defined in Section Error!
Reference source not found. of D14.1
[REF 3]
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DC-015

Infrastructure
Availability
Restrictions

DC-016

Possessions

DC-017

Passenger Timetable
Details

DC-018

Passenger Train
Forecast

GA881791

This data is used to represent
Infrastructure Availability
Restrictions such as trains not being
able to use infrastructure due to
weather conditions or asset
failures.
This is the data for possessions
required for maintenance work and
access to the track.

ABS-005 Automated Weather Response
ABS-007 Automated Possession and
Restriction Loading into TMS

ABS-007 Automated Possession and
Restriction Loading into TMS
ABS-013 Cascading Failure Analysis

The Shift2Rail IL data requirements for
Possessions data have been defined in
X2Rail-2 Deliverable 6.1 “System
Requirement Specification (SRS) for the
Integration Layer” REF 5 Section 8.6
“Possessions”.

This is the passenger view of the
timetable. This is updated to show
the changes to the original
timetable made by the operators
such as platform changes. This may
be different to operational view of
the timetable to allow better crowd
control and expectation
management.
This is the passenger view of the
train forecasts showing the
predicted arrival and departure
times of the trains.

ABS-006 TMS powering Passenger
Information Systems

The Shift2Rail IL data requirements for
Passenger Timetable Details data have
been defined in X2Rail-2 Deliverable 6.1
“System Requirement Specification (SRS)
for the Integration Layer” REF 5 Section
8.14.3.2 “Timetable Train Details”.

ABS-006 TMS powering Passenger
Information Systems

The Shift2Rail IL data requirements for
Passenger Train Forecast data have been
defined in X2Rail-2 Deliverable 6.1
“System Requirement Specification (SRS)
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for the Integration Layer”REF 5 Section
8.14.3.5 “Train Running Forecast”.
DC-019

Passenger Disruption This is the Passenger disruption
Information
information to give details of
incidents causing disruption on the
railway to the passenger. This can
allow the passenger to understand
the cause of delays to their
journey.
Platform Occupancy This details the live occupancy of
station platforms.

ABS-006 TMS powering Passenger
Information Systems

DC-021

Passenger Loading

This details the current occupancy
vs capacity of train services.

ABS-008 Passenger Driver Decisions
ABS-013 Cascading Failure Analysis

DC-022

Train Formation

This is the train formation of
passenger trains.

ABS-008 Passenger Driver Decisions

DC-023

Air Quality
Monitoring Data

This provides the Air Quality Index
for a geographical area.

ABS-004 Multi-Modal Operating Centre

DC-020

GA881791

ABS-008 Passenger Driver Decisions
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The Shift2Rail IL data requirements for
Passenger Disruption Information data
have been defined in X2Rail-2
Deliverable 6.1 “System Requirement
Specification (SRS) for the Integration
Layer” REF 5 Section 8.14.3.4
“Disruption Information”.
This is defined in Section Error!
Reference source not found. of D14.1
[REF 3]
This is defined in Section Error!
Reference source not found. of D14.1
[REF 3].
The Shift2Rail IL data requirements for
Passenger consist and Allocation data
have been defined in X2Rail-2
Deliverable 6.1 “System Requirement
Specification (SRS) for the Integration
Layer” REF 5 section 8.11.1.3 “Data
related to Passenger Consist and
Allocation”.
This is defined in Section Error!
Reference source not found. of D14.1

DC-024

Data on Track Circuit
status from Data
Analytics

DC-025

Data on network
structure

DC-026

Historical data on
track circuit failure
and impact on
service

These are data from Track Circuit
monitoring systems. They are
processed through Data Analytics
methodologies and represent an
input for ABS.
These data allow to understand the
status of the Track Circuit and are
an essential element in predicting
possible maintenance operations
before the asset breaks down.
These data are used by ABS as
input to determine the criticality
based on the position of the Track
Circuit (e.g. main line or track end)
These data are used by ABS as
input to determine the criticality
based on the past Track Circuit
failures and the impacts that these
failures may have on the service.

ABS-011 Asset prioritisation according
to criticality and mitigation of service
interruptions

ABS-011 Asset prioritisation according
to criticality and mitigation of service
interruptions

This is defined in Section 5.1.

ABS-011 Asset prioritisation according
to criticality and mitigation of service
interruptions

This is defined in Section 5.2.

Table 8-2 Updated Data requirements for S2R Integration Layer
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[REF 3]
The Shift2Rail IL data requirements for
Data on Track Circuit status from Data
Analytics have been defined in the
In2Smart Deliverable 8.2 “Anomalies
detection prototype and validation
reports” REF 5 Section 4.4.2.1 “Exploited
data”.
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